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DEATH OF MRS. OLIVE P.
GOODWIN

>

'

IO DEDKÂIL HALL FINE ADDRESS BY BISHOP HUGHES

Price 3 Cents
Our Job Office is Equipped
for First-Class Work.
CHANCE FOR THE NIMRODS.
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' i Mrs'; Olive P. Goodwin, the old
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the home of her daughter, Mrs., Em.
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Retreat which was’ held at the tutjons, great as we believe'them numerous have the foxes become,
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sízé^ 1Ó0 feet in length, containing, building pushed to a rapid comple ranged about the casket.
world itself, must come through
gymnasium, memorial assembly tion so as to be ready for-the fall Mrs. Olive P. Góódwin, daughter hot be elastic enoisgh .to gét any time in that there should have been the spiritual regeneration of the GRINDING OF DIVORCE MILL.
so large an attendance on a busy
of Benjamin and Betsy (Plaisted/ more in.
hall, domestic science and manual of 1920.
people who must do the work. Re
training, four grade rooms, and The Webhannet Club has already Goodwin, was born in Saco July 19, ¡ While the general dimensions week day, .at a meeting which had cognition of the power of God is Thirty six absolute divorces were
high school quarters, which is guar raised over $700.00 towards its ’1822. Her early life Was passed and arrangement.^Óf, the ’rooms an import so distinctly spiritual. the means and the only means for granted by Associate Justice Al
anteed at present prices to be built pledge of a thousand and. has in Biddeford until her. marriage5 since the renovati^ts* have been He paid a tribute to Rev. Royal A. the restoration of both the spiritu bert M. Spear at the September
term of the Supreme court at Al
.fireproqf, heated, lighted, com plans for the completion of this September 3, 1842 to James M.‘ ma$e are similar’Mo those which Rich, pastor of»the church, as a al and the material world.
pletely furnished, and ready for pledge. A play is to be given in Goodwin. ■ In 1844 they removed existed before the-fire, there have man who, with consciencious heart “Within the last six months the fred last week. Two of the libels
■and
willing
hand;
takes
up
the
which were heard were .dismissed.
Occupancy'for $67,209, including the near future to add to this fund to Kennebunkport where her hus- been several -improvememefifs,
church has raised $113, The case of David H. PulSifer of
architect’s fee. Of this, sum, the and other activities will also be band, ^vho ^as ipmiH manprah the especially in the vinain hall, . of' work which he finds to do, along Methodist
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the
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sum
ever
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¡whatever
line
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energies
may
be
first saw mill in that towm. Within .which the side-walls . have been
York, against his wife which was
club has already secured over conducted for this purpose.
$23,000 in pledges. Na one can be ’ Any pledge Cards will be return- a' few years they, came to Kenne brought straight up, doing away /called upon. He continued in ed by any Protestant denomina contested w.as bitterly fought. Thé
tion':
in
history.
The
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have
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—
/
’
J
complainant brought the libel on
compelled to pay their pledges af 1 ed upon request, but if not request- bunk where he operated the saw with’the curve which- previously
freely but, to attain the ends statutory grounds and before the
ter the time on the pledge card-ed to return them, the club will mill which then stood on the spot existed where 1 tbwe ceiling and 1 “We have been passing .through given
for
which
this
great
fund
was
hearing was over, not only was one
éxpires, but as the time is only ex-, understand that the donors will be where the Leathéroid mill is now walls joined. Anower thing which •a strange period and one in which .
it is necessary, that per^ 85 year old man brought into the
tended a few months it is hoped ¡willing to redeem them if the town located. They lived at that timé will be of great cp.^yenìéncé to the ¡the great tragedy of the war has raised,
sonal
righteousness
should
reach
that there will be no objection to decides to build in the near future, in a house closely adjacent, which, members in the
smoking and ¡overshadowed all. else. External and overtop financial, outpouring. case but counsel oh both ..were
summonsed to the witness stand.
has long since disappeared.
paying them later. If any prefer ,
Mrs. N. L. Thompson
card room, v/ith al billiard table, (things have totally engrossed our I We
now seeking an even larger The wife denied the allegation and
to pay such pledges now, the in-’
President. \ Their residence here was brief which has been pqt dp under, the .mind to the exclusion of the spiri loyalty
and
sacrifice
to
bring
men
eaves over the paraphernalia room. tual, Even now—after the war and women to a fuller and higher •was sustained by the judge who
dismissed the case. The libellant
This is an innovation which it i's has passed, these things still oc spiritual life.
was represented by Frank Haskell
expect will be hnieh -utilized and cupy our interest to an unprece
will do away with ¡¡smoking in the dent degree. We scan the papers , “If our gospel means anything ! of Portland and A. E. Sewall of
eagerly for the latest news from it means everything! If it means York appeared for the libellee.
rest of the buildingl ■
council' at Versailles, the story anything it means the greatest Among the divorces granted
Dear EditorIn the early days of our state
The color scheme of 'the main the
of the steel strike, news of the thing in the world’ If our souls were
Reading your paper with interest Governor Fairfield of Saco, with
lodge room which is on the third policemen’s strike ih -Boston, poli are not stirred into, a great and Mary Kerr vs, George Kerr,
I have been looking thru its cal-J out doubt,- had little difficulty -in
florr is most artistiC, with no jar tics, and even Hiram Johnson’s mighty passion then there is no Wells. Adultery.,
umns for some article on the Po-! either being nominate* or elected
ring tone. The. walls are finished tour on the trail of the President. soul or spirit in our gospel.
Lillian Goodwin vs. John Good
litical Question in Maine. Sun to that high office.
in Light olive, with dark green
■- ‘During the last few years our win, Kennebunk. Desertion. ,
day’s Post and other Boston papers Now: to be nominated and elect
draperies, and the 'ceiling is a deep “Through the medium of ’all of preachers have'been compelled to George Drown vs. Effie Drown,
back along have printed several ed requires much work on the part
créam-. The c^-pet is in cream, these picturesque and engrossing speak ofi war, on geography, on Kennebunk. Desertion.
Columns on this important question of the candidate.
olive and brov/n^sh’ades. The fur- matters which are constantlv be politics- in fact on every matter ex Alice Hirtle vs. Lorenzo, Hirtle,
and it seems to me that our papers Should the number of candidates
nitureriS iiphdlstered i(i..dark crim fore us we are kept continually in cept the affairs of the Spirit and of Kennebunkport. Cruel and abu
here should print a few facts. dwindle down to three, one in the
son plush. The. lighting is done touch with the visible alone, to the Almighty-God. We have been able sive treatment.
There are a number of candidates east, one in the central part and
hv the semi-indirect system with «¡hutting out of the invisible The to
give no adequate message to the Minne Paul vs. Israel Paul, Ken
out for the next Governor, and our candidate in. the west with
globes suspended fron^the ceiling things of the spirit a reJost to sight people
who hungered for it. Ordi nebunkport. Desertion.
what makes the situation especial J Cumberland strong for us, we could
and direct 1 ight /¿of »;incandescent and we need to b'e brought nearer nary problems
and work have been
ly interesting to us in York County give Senator DOering a fine show-1
bulbs.o,n^sideasKaJiah.rgLckfets| In the to -the.; heart.of Gofl. We striye to neglected and we must return to
, ing ?t.the, primary,.electi.oji4mAun,eJ,
js that John P* Deejngg
Pyth ¿¡et+R all- matters, of, th<Mnost, vital,| our task. -Partisan' pdlitics^should' We sellj Shumate razors, the kind
us/in'old Yoyk, do all’we I
thaTare^^arafiteea'’f&Wiffi/Fiske
stands a ngfitingcKSn'^to become*
ian altar is set a corresponding imnort through the light as we
Continued on Last Page
the druggist bn the corner. Adv.
[can, work with interest and en
our next governor elect.
triangle of ged lights which, in the see it through our finite.-eyes! But
* It is many years since York Coun thusiasm that this county may
absence of other illumination;
ty could boast of aYnan politically again claim that one of its boys is
produces a beautiful subdued ef
situated to become a candidate for ! the Governor of the State of Maine, and they moved to the Saco road fect. The ¿piano which went
A Subscriber.
Governor.
district where Mr. ^Goodwill built through the fire »has béen complete
the first saw mill on the spot where ly restored, to its pristine beauty.
Goodwin’s ..mills now stand. From In the anti-room, reception room, )
this marriage there'were six chil paraphernalia-room and lavatories
dren, three of whom died in infan thé same général colojr effect is
cy. The oldest son, Benjamin T>,1 carried through, although thé wood
livedTo the âge of fifteen years. work is finished in natural color,:
One daughter, Sarah A. (Goodwin) and the floors-are covered with1
Littlafield, who .was'borii in 1843 linoleum. On the second floor, ex- j
and was a resident of Kennebunk, tending across the back' of the
died in 1909. Another daughter, building, is the banquet hall and
Emma 0. (Goodwin) ' Littlefield, kitchen. Herd the decoration are.
survives her as well as two grand in (dark buff and hard wood floors,
children, Walter C. and Archie have been laid. -In the banquet
Littlefiëld/â sister, Mrs. .Mary E. hall is hung the great picture of
Watson of Nashua New- Hamp the battle of Gettysburg, the prop
shire, three great-grandchildren erty 'of the Grand Army, which isj
and numerous nieces and nephews. being cared for by the Knights ofi
Her husband died in 1867 and Pythias .The Red Men’s hall: is:
in 1870 she was attain married her situated in the same floor on the
second husband being Alexander front of the building,"
Goodwin, of New-York, Thus by Precautions have been taken/
strange coincidence, born a Good against the repetition of the -fire;
win, she was twice married with which, was believed to have caught
out changing her name and there from the electric wiring, by haying
ivas no bipod relationship between all' of the wires run through iron
Mrs. Goodwin and her two hus* pipes. The work of installing the
Guaranteed 6000 Miles
Apparel of Individuality ahd Distinction for
Guaranteed 8000 Miles
bands or between them. Alexan electric connection was done by
Standard Our Selling
der Goodwin died in 1889 and his Norton & Harden, the carpenter
Make
Price Direct
Standard Our Selling wife continued to live in her cot work, by R. J, Grant,, and the paint
Women and Misses
List Price to User
Make
Price Direct tage in Fletcher street until about ing by C. W. Hinckley. The car
Non-Skid S. S. List Price to User eleven-years ago when she went pet was furnishedhy Oren Hooper
SOxB1^......... $20.00
$15*79
to make her home With her daugh Sons and the draperies by East
32x81/2 ...... 23.35
18.44
‘
,
32x31/2 . .. <•.. $37.80
$29.86 ter.
33x4
......... 33.35 .. 26.42
man Bros. '
34x4% ...... 57.00
45.03 Mrs. Goodwin was essentially a
-34x4 ......... 34.10
27.94
The program of Tuesday evening
home
making
and
home,
loyihg
35x5
...... 70.80
55.92
35x41/2 ....... 47.30
37.43
woman of thé old New England the 14th will be as follows;—
type, now unfortunately fast pass-' ■ Music. - Orchestra.
These Prices Include War Tax
ing into oblivion. Her home and ' Address, of Welcome by Past
Strictly Tailored and Dressy Suits of rich
her church were her two guiding Grand Chancellor, Clarence ’Web
.
■ .
stars and to-their service she de ber.
material--fur trimmed and embroidered
voted the best energies of her life. .Prayer by Rev. Mr. Laite.
.
Dedication
by
Officers
of
thé
At the age of six she joined the
Methodist church at her home, and Grand Lodge.
Orchestra.
Handsome Coats and Wraps for street, motor,
They are all OVERSIZED although marked in 1844, directly after she çanie Music.,
here, she united with the church Sketch. Fred CT Scott .and C.
in Kenebunk. In the early days, Orne.
regular size. This oversizing insures extra mile when
sport and evening wear.
the congregation . .met in Music. Orchestra. ■?
.
Reading
by
Miss
Dorothy
StimpWashington hall bèfore the erec
age at no extra cost.
tion of a church edifice, she was son.
Street and Afternoon Frocks
one oï the leaders in raising the Remarks by members òfi the cler
.
GROW TIRES wear longer because they building fund and was leader of gy.ÜÎusic. ■/ Orchestra.
Dinner and Dance Dresses
the-choir. .She maintained her ac
tive interest in and was a constant Refreshments Served in the ban
are made stronger.
attendant at the church services quet hall.
Sport Dresses
until about five years ago when she Dancing.
Direct selling makes the GROW TIRES fèli breaking., her hip; Since that Those in charge of the affair in
time she has been confiened to her clude :—
Exquisite Blouses
more reasonable in price.
home. Thé last service which she Conrmittee ph Dedication, Hart
attended was at the Old ? Folks ley Currier, Harry Taylor and Meri
Stylish Skirts
meeting shortly before her acci Libby.
Reception -Committee. Jesse M,
dent..
Stevens,
Wm'.
E.
Warren
and
Oren
/Imspite of her crippled condition
her mind and hands retained their, Whitaker.
Committee. Charles
old. time activity and she was, con Supper
stantly busy with her sewing and Whitten, Joseph Burke, Gerald
reading. Her helpful cheerful Rose, Elmer E. Mitchell, and Chas.
Main Street,
Kennebunk, Me.
ness and interest in the affairs of E. Rose.
her friends never waned to the
end. Only during the last, \two Just - received Ivory Pyralin
Service Station
months has she been Jconfined to Clocks and reasonably priced at
her bed.- -.She will be sadly missed
by a. large ..circle of relatives and Fiskes drug store, oh the corner.
Willard Batteries friends.
U. S. Tires
Adv,

Thanks-We Will Follow Your Suggestion

JUST RECEIVED

GROW TIRES

J. E. Palmer Co.

“The Tires that made good
in a day”

Portland, fie.

FromFactoryDirtcLToYou
FABRIC

CORD

Specialists in

Hats of Inimitable Charm

GROW TIRES are Non-Skid

Grant’s Garage

Rich arid Fashionable Furs

________________
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wich Fashioli Review, were all J
from the De Lorge’s Boot Shop of
Biddeford. Fall models of the
Publisher and proprietor, annîe* joyce çrediford.
Regal Shoe that bend with every
Enterprise Phone 19
movement of the wearers foot, and
TABLEAUX VIVANTS EXTRA preserves the grace and attractive
ness of the faultless step. And'
ORDINARY /■
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H, Brown;
thus we Wave the vanguard of the i
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk7.
coming mode in Gowns and Hosiery
Monday
evening,
-at
the
McAr

E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport., thur Auditorium, Biddeford, Me., Millinery arid Fascinating Foot-1
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
we attended—-with just. an evèn wear; , What more do yoU want tbk
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
scorie of others from our Village, a aid you in keeping pace with the'
Published at the Office of the
,
presentation of the latest ideas, in demand for something better—and
feminine apparel—Women’s, Miss then some more?
Enterprise Press
Closing the View and Revieyr,
es and Children’s Outer Garments
K,
" ■ Kennebunk, Md.
Mr. Mark PolakewiCh expressed
for. Fall and Winter.
The exhibit'was a story of Fash the gratification afforded by the ’
Subscriptions
ion told, in à most artistic and friends and patrons who assisted
$1.00 realistic manner—animated Models in the evening’s entertainment and.
Yearly in advance
Season’s , Formal Opening. Ex
.25 —-real living , pictures, giving the tending,
Three Months
a cordial invitation to all !
assembly in two hours all the
Single Copies 3 Cents.
pleasure and information it takes that might wish to call at the Shop I
a shopping toiir of two weeks to . of Lewis Polakewich to again in- j
Advertising Rates
acquire. In the meantime fine spect the special fancies of the j
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
music—the Philharmonic Orches showing and the beauty and charm'
Resolutions, 5c the line,, minimum charge $1.00.
tra,' pleased the ear the whiles the of the other many fashioriable sur- |
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
beautifully protrayed Styles charm \¿prises of the year’s authentic |
modes.
èd the?éyé. '
Display Ads rated on Application.
/ This Forecast of Autumn and We caught the last car back to |
Kennebunk-—a wiser and a inuch I
If the ratification of thé peace treaty cannot come speedily let Winter Fashions—a Fall Fashion pleasured scribe.
Revue,
was
presented
byfhe
House
everyone pray that by Christmas a final peace may be declared—Then of Lewis-Polakewich as a compli
everyone could sing “peace on earth;—good will to jnen” and not have ment to the m^ny pleased patrons
it a hollow mockery.
of the Smartest Clothes Shop for j
Women and Childreh in Biddeford, '
the mise eri scene—staging of
The federal food administration tell us that food prices are 15 And
the show, Was commensurate with
per cent lower than they were a year ago but thé purchaser has hard the costumes shown. The spacious CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
work to figure where it comes in.
auditorium'/of the McArthur «was
decorated in the characteristic Sunday morfiing service at 10.30
note—the tone of Autumn’s high -, Wednesday evening service at
—GREED—CLOSE-UP—
coloring and the Winter’s shadow 7,45. Everyone is cordially Tning nunance; and- every seat was vited to attend.
Any product is dependent for its value on two things—the-cost* of packed to the doors with eager and
production and/the cost of bringing it to the place of the consumer. expectant femininity, with here CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Obviously évéry penny charged above such value is at the expense of and there the somber hue of the
Will S. Coleman, Minister
male member of the species.
the consumer and for the profit of the dealer, Then, just as obviously, Brit it was “Ladies’ Night,” arid
Residence 57 Main St.
potatoes'grown in York County aria consumed? in Kennebunk should they were out to make the most of
Tel. 53-12
not be valued the same as the same/potatoes offered for consumption it. And that is 'what they did,
Harvest Sunday, Oct, 12
in New York-City. And, of course equally, such potatoes cannot fairly from the opening before-the-Cur- ,10,30 a, m.—Worship with sertain-Address of Mr. Mark Polakebe worth more at one end of Main Strèet Kénriebunk, thari they are at wichTto
the closing Tableau of the mon. Subject: “The Joy of Har
the other—if more is exacted by the ^ealer, said dealer is not merchan “troussearied bride” and chic “out vest.” The Arundel and Aïewtye
dising—he is “profiteering.” Is this not a fair statement of the verity? fitted .maids.” The hands of ap Granges have been invited »to at
tend this service. A special inviWhen butter is selling for 80c thri pound in New York, is there any plause kept up a continuous drippie tatiori
is given to all interested in
of
admiration
while
the
blonde,
reasons why—the New York offering having been produced in Wells,
thé special thought of the day. t
chataine
ou
brune
—
blorid,
auburn
the farmer at Wells should exact 80c the same butter in Kennebunk. or brown, model came on the stage 11,45 a. my Sunday school with
Finally, when eggs are carried from Cumberland County, Maine,, and With all the loveliness of youth and classes for alhV
sold in New Yor^ for 90c the. dozen, what can be said-of the same pro smiles to show the latestjthing in 6.00 p, m.—C? E. Meeting.. Mr.
Coleman will give a stereopticon
ducer when he brings those same eggs to Kennebunk and asks and gets fashions’ decoration for her sex. talk7 at this service.
And
the
audience
found
each
the same price for them that the product is valued at in New York—
word of Mr. Polakewich “opener” 7.00 p. m.—Chapel senrice. We
the cost of production plus the cost of cartage to the consumer-'iri New quite in keeping with the facts de are ttying to" make thèse services
York? Decidedly unconquerable is the conclusion—that producer is livered. “We have;” said Mr. interesting. You can help by/your
à “profiteer.” These transactions, just as we have given them, are Polakewich, “spared riÓexpense to presence.
' Week-night Wednesday evening
daily business activities in this Village. Have we not here, under the make this first showing.of the Fall at 7.3Ô' o’clock. .
and
Winter
Styles
to
the
good
peo

focus of a microscope, a close up pcture of the national cause of the ple of Biddeford a perfect picture State Sunday School Convention
High Cost of-Living? Is there not" ample evidence in every locality to of the modes as they are—a;>suc-* in Portland next Tuesday, Wednes
account for the “sweetening of prices?” It is only reininding the cesful presentation of thè story of day and Thursday. It is hoped
may be a large delegation
average reader of somethirig he already knows to speak of the H. C. L. the correctly apparelled woman. there
frorii our church:
Evèry
costume
to
be
shown
will
be
thus stripped of the welter of words in which the profiteer has swaddled
The Annual Roll Call service
found in the Shop of Lewis Polake will
it. It isn’t necessary for us' to discuss want of production, the increas wich
be Wednesday evening Oct. 22.
—they are our own stock, and
ing cost of labor» the lack of transportation facilities, when right here at your vèry good pleasure:” The
in York County conditions obtain such as we have pointed out—such as showing piade good the words of
BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. B. H. Tilton^
you, reader man, are facing every day. There is jno profit limit on any the speaker.
Residence Main Street
commodity—other than the conscience of the seller—how dependable, The living models—every form
—the slender, the regular, arid the
that is we have all experienced—are experiencing in our 'own house stout—èach the type of femjniriej There are a great number of peo
hold every day. To the ideal citizen integrity isn’t a law he has to< beàpty in her own class, so closely ple that value the church for what
obey; it flows inevitably from the atmospheré in which he lives. He followed Dame Fashion’s trend it brings to them, but fail to look
upon it as a spiritual channel thru
fnay fall out of that atmosphere, -forget that his fellowman is his own that in describing the one we can which
the spiritual force of their
not help depicting the . other. One
brother, and in that lapse may wrong him. But so lorig as he has the must
.visit the shoj) of Lewis Po- own soul can flow out into the
atmosphere he cannot wrong a fellowman. What is more, he cannot lakewich to see how surely, the whole world to lift mankind toward
even désiré to wrong him. For the will for the/good of all refuses/to Tableaux Vivants were the depen God. Aré you self centered or
world centered.
draw a line between his own interests and those of his neighbor. There dable appeal of the real thing.
Public worship next Sunday
fore the high cost of living is a pretty sure sign of individual greed—a For two hours—the coloring, the morning at 10.30. The Sunday
animatibn of the throng, the at
public confession of social failure.
mosphere òf up-to-the-minute en school will meet at the close of the
tertainment made the time all too preaching service. There is a
short, we saw the “Women’s Au great movement at the present
tumn' Suits,” ‘Tur Scarf Collars,” day to secure a “Religious educa
“Longer Coats,” “Snug Shoulders,” tion?’ We invite you to the privi
-¿-“Smart Skirts”—-the whole ar leges of our Bible school.
ray of the conventional and the upx .The Young People’s Service at
conventional brown, Copenhagen, 6.15. Were you at the last weeks
claret, taupe tinseltone, henna service? You .cannot afford to
this week’s service.
Early Friday afternoon of last Mr. Carey Sherwood qf Lowell, bilk duvetyn, liberty red, navy blue loose
“People’s Popular Service”
week the Ciape was saddened' by Mass., is spending a vacation at and peachbloom creations pass ip at The
7 o’clock on Sunday evening.
review. ; You can be sure none of
the death by accident of one of its the Sinnett House. \
This is a fine place for you to spend
most respected citizens, Charles F. Mr. J. Frank Seavey on the High it all was lost—at times half the an hour in worship and praise at
Nunan. In comparatively good land is.Spending a few days in Bos women had out-pencil and paper, thedose of the Lord’s Day. In-,
translating the vogue that jajeased
health for one of his years, Mr. ton.
spiring singing and a heart to
Nunan was at work at the pier Mrs. Arthur Talbot who has been them best into, notes to be carried heart message form the pastor. In
when for some reason, whether visiting her mother, Mrs. Etta home or to the Lewis Polakewich vite some óne tó share the pleasure
from dizziness, a misstep or from Serivey, returned this week to her Store.
Nor were the« little, tots forgotten of the evening with you.
whatever cause, he fell possibly home in Norwood, Mass. "
The Mid week Social service on
striking the gasoline scow and Mr. and Mrs. George Hutchins in the larger show- A bevy of Wednesday evening at 7^30. Here
then into the water, suffering a and son Trafton, of Haverhill, sweet-faced Youngsters walked, is the place where you can fill your
fractured skull, never regaining Mass., are spending a vacation at skipped, pirouetted^ whirled u^on head and your heart. A great,
ohe foot, and with the esprit and
consciousness after the blow.Al their cottage here.
spiritual blessing is in store for
though there were other men about Mrs. Charles Hutchins has gone verve of the child at play gave us you, if you coirie>and receive it. .
at the time no one saw the accident to the Massachusetts General Hos a glimpse of the naivete of imma The Sunday School Convention
ture years «.^ell-dressed/ In fact,
and no one can tell just how it was pital for treatment.
is to meet in Portland on Tuesday,
done. The injured man was taken Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Day of the whole show demonstrated a Wednesday, and Thursday of next
at once to the Webber Hospital, Kennebunk are spending a week at distinc'tly’Lewis Polakewich talent week, October 14 to 16. Make your
—a talent which avoids the usual
but died soon after reaching there. their, cottage, here.
feommonplaces so generally asso plans to fie at this, great gathering
A fisherman all his life, uhtil re- Carl Deiiistadt spent a few days ciated
the smaller cities. of Sunday, school workers arid keep
cent years he went in vessels of. last week with his parents, Mr. This waswith
pace with the great religious move
a “big time” show.
the Nunan fleet, accompaning his and Mrs. Lewis Deinstadt of this The dominant not of the enter ments of this day.
brother, the late Capt. Richard, J. place. (
tainment was Engaging Simplicity The B. O. V. Class will meet
Nunan and taking special care in The Langsford House has closed —Refreshing" Style-Themes which with Mys.JB. H. Tilton on Friday
all'that concerned the work. He for the season,
create interest in the ; ruling pas- evénirig.
was a man upright arid kindly and . Miss Louise Hutchins is employ-, sion< of the fair Sex—delightful
all have a good word for “Uncle ed as telephone operator at Kenne ¿novations for exclusive dressing.
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bunk.
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Robert P. Doremus, Minister
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EASHION SHOW

11 Alfred Street

Is found right at the corner of Main Street
Right in the thoroughfare.

Offering the same
Authentic Coats

CHURCH NOTICES

CAPE PORPOISE

Biddeford, Me

And dashing styles you
would expect to pay
$45 or $50 for in Main
Street Shops.
Coats
that delight the fastidi
ous, that enthuse the
economical, and are the
talk of the town, at bar
gains you must see to
believe«
In Fact Remarkable Offerings Greatly
Underpriced because of Our Extraordin
ary Location. We outfit Man and Boy,
Woman and Miss and Miss Junior at Unmatchable Prices», the Quality is unsur
passed.
/

The Last 3 Days of Our

3rd Anniversary Sale
Friday
10th

Saturday
11th
OCTOBER

rionday
13th

Are the last three days
SPECIAL
120 Pairs Men’s Black and Tan Goodyear Welt Shoes, in
narrow and Wide toe. Regular $8.00 values at

Women’s Black Lace lyiilitary-Heel Boots $5.50 value, at
$3.90. This is your last opportunity^to get Shoes at
Bargain Prices.
,
v

Our Sale Ends Monday

Shoe Store

St.
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ing to take no care of himself— down sevénty-five Boches since hé
risking all on the effectiveness of had joined the fighting forces this
his shots,.taking all chances of a time ; and that, if -the war lasted,
crash in mid air. The> fight did he expected to double the number
not last more than one minute—it as he had learned a way to fight
Sefmon by Rev. B. H. Tilton
seemed hours; and I saw the that was sure destruction to his
Written for the Enterprise by
Harvey Alston Grant, Late of the French 'plane break into flames, opponent. That he would like to'
keel over and, drop into the sea.
give me the secret, but there was Last Sunday, fifth October, we
U. S. Naval Aviation
•It wa’s at this instant that I ob a censor in the land. Wished me . went -to the Baptist Church fdr the
This is’ not a story of myself at served another French, plane com success in my own work—and that . mornings service—and We stayed.to
all, and it has nothing to do with ing swiftly toward the scene. was all.
attend the Sunday School./. Re
how I 1 carried the art of flying. While I held my breath, almost, he
But there was Something be minding us ofiariother incident—ofi
Sufficient to say,' Capt. Fred Willis was oyer the Bocheand coining tween thé lines of this last arid : the man who went to scoff and re
: taught me that a compromise on d6wn head-on—his gun a stream only letter from Capt. Fred which mained to pray. Only, in this in i
something which éye and finger de of fire. The Hun dodged'this time; made me feel he had the definite stance; there wris no thought of
tect to be just not really good is then tried tp get above the other. intention of closing his life, iri.1 scoffing.
Our first > and. last
not worth making. That it is in Then it Was, a graceful trick af| SOme glorious and heroic act of thought i§, was; and will be, to get
cumbent upon, the birdman to se- turning or some instant doing Of sacrifice ^ the upper air. I have in touch with the community cen-|^
lect with a care' commensurate the correct thingy made me ex that letter. ' I treasure it much. ters—clubs, schoolhouses, churches ||
with the life the vehicle is to carry claim. I was sure it was my old
and try and léarn how they can be J
(To^be Continued.)
safe above the clouds. The avia- Captain.
made thé rallying places for the
tor should know every, part of his At any rate, the quicker turn
neighborhood spirit. Of the SùnRUINITURE
plane, every turn of the “joy stick,” gave thq French plane the advant
day School more in another place,
and should riot be timid about tést- age of the climb, and he was over _ NEW SECOND HAND---- | here we would give the intention of
ing them before lie; takes the air?; and. pointed downward while the
All kinds of second hand furniture / brother Tilton’s sermon.
.Ig
That was what the Capt. was there Hun was headed up. Then there
bought at
“A man’s character is judged,”
to teach—that was what he did came a test of sheer nerve such as Highest Pricesf said the speaker, “by the way he1
teach. .
I had not before seen—the German
; follows the lirie. In the common I
in Large or Small Lots
He never talked of himself, and held his head up and the French If you have
any thing for sale telephone ton vue, whether or not he “toes the
he never tired of talking shop—in man came straight down. There or
write me. Best line of new and re. mark.” Ì wonder if dtir Churches *
that way, quietly, he gave, one the Was ho escaping a head-on collision
aré following the line. There are
atmosphere of flying, the spirit of now—in two breaths it would be novated furniture at reasonable prices/ two liries we must keep ever ’ in t
the art. He had a drastic way of over. And it would have been in It will pay you to call.
mind. One stretches straight up|j|
determining whether the proposed the Way I anticipated, but on. the
H. Shapiro
from where wé stand. The other
birdman wa§ weak, or fit. If the instant before the drash must have 74-80.Elm St., Tel. 239-R,, Biddeford fis best? represented by oms out
candidate lost his nerve—cried out come, there was an explosion of
stretched, arms—the line '"-of the
in alarm when; without warning, flames from the motor or tank of
cross, g
the boat dropped down a thousand thè Hun plane, and it' seemed to
Hé did not say take up the cross
feet' in .a tail spin, -he was done fly into-fragmenfsnntthe;sky. While
and follow me for>an hqur, a day or
for—-he could not 'masquerade as the debris were falling into the
a year ; but we are to follow always.
a flyer with the Capt. But, if one sea, the Frenchman made a com
We are'safe in saying that the
just hung on, the plane was sure to plete circle about the plac© of the '
desired result of a Christian life—
Kennebunk peace,
right itsélf and straighten away-to fight then straightened but for the Mason Blocks
can only be found on . the
onward flight and quiet, landing, distant Frenchcoast/
Evenings by appointment.
right side of this line.. The solu
where a. smile arid a hand-clasp
b
Telephone
49-3
tion of every problem of our lives
that meant mjich was the sure fé-r Then it was that I came to my
Office Holirs9-4
js fohnd along the chalk mark that
self. I called the Captain’s name
ward fot the grit of the bird?
bounds the ideals and iristitritions
Looking .back over the „days I into the air, tried .'to signal him
Whidh Do You Want—
of -Christ.
spent at "Fort Worth with' Capt. With the gun—but could get no re
Thère áre hosts ? of Christians
Steam or Hot Water Heat?
Fred, imagination runs riot in the sponse. And so -pointed my own
that follow Jesus to the door that
myriad possibilities that I missed. ship toward the mouth of thè
lérids to the upper chamber—-the
And I wonder that the Yankee Humber. Landing, my companion
place of the farewell supper with
rhind did not busy itself with the asked me what was the matter, did
our Lord, but they stop at thè door,.
engaging material and make a book I know either of the antagonists in
How many are there Who go with
of the Capt I feel now that I will the fight; This I could not be sure
Jésus to the end? The important
never, see anything like him again, off, and my companion Was not from
nuestion for all of us is not where.
and the quiet charm of the man re Fort Worth and thus did not know
flid we come froni, but where are &
mains with me long after he has Captain Willis.
we gqing? Are we oncthe waY with |
It was about this time that we
gone out of my life.
our Master? What is our purpose in, g
But, about the first of February,' got a. rumor that there was a
Kfe? In the church as every1917,1 learned that Capt. Fred had French flyer, that always fought
where,
we are graded ___
according
to?®
reported himself well and asked 'head-on ; and that he depended on
M
the~ kindJ of ___________
purpose we _____
manifest,
:
for a transfer tp the flying-front his own fearlessness in every at
Among Christians .there should be
once more. A few days after this tack to fight off .and down the
no question about the influencé of
he told me he was sailing for Boche who dared, to meet him.
the Church. It should be first in
France on the following week, and Many of our. boys had wild tales tb
■every cpnfmunity.
that he was1 to be assigned to tell of the battle they had seen off
Take from the Baptist Church
special service. By this time I the borders 'of thè North Sea
one third of all its membership and
had learned not to ask what the where one of the combatants al
they never would. be missed. We
particular service. wag/ Apart ways came head on, gun rattling,
take thé line of truth so far as we
from the many risks they .incur, fire flyng. and, at the last moment
can follow Jesus conveniently, then
the birdmans’ chief sacrifice ■was hoW the Boche always tried to
wè stop for the sake of the business
the complete dislocation of his il eé—could not face / the music'.
are good. Both have merit. or pleasure of life. Jesus .gavel
right to ask questions. Just fly But it chanced that none of those Both
straight yourself and keep a stout who had been with mp in Texas Both have advocates. If you con himself tb the service.of humanity.
heart.
saw these strange fights, sb I could template installing either system, Can we not lend our hands to the
In any event, in the last week of get no confirmation of my surmise, be sure to secure our figures be work ;of the spirit as pur Lord did ?
I am Willing to lay down my life
February, after it had been hinted 'as to the identity of the French fore acting, because
I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. OR foi* the people of Kennebunk.
that we were to sail during the man.
month, I bade my Captain farewell; About the latter part of/ July, DER YOUR HEATER REPAIRS There is only one thing I would do
that is serve my heavenly Father,
thanked him for what he had done 19.1.7, a letter was placed in my NOW.
walk along the line*that’leads io
for me? rejoiced with him over the hands, marked as forwarded from
Him—the line of service.
glorious nèws that we were all to. Fort Worth—it was from Capt.
The great distinction between the
be in it soon—and I never saw him, Fred, and told me of his work over
Christian and the sélfish man is the
or . did I?—again.
'
62
Alfred
St.
the trenches and over the shores
emerging of the sojul from the other
En route for France, as I \sup- of the North Sea; that he had brot
BIDDEFORD, HE.
side of the line, the recognition of
posed, I often thought of meeting
the means of Christianity in the
up with-Capt. Willis, and pictured
improvement and happiness of the
him as among the leaders of avia
world, the creation of à new powér
tion, as he really was, in all-the
in the community—the power of
allied forces. Soon we were settled
iJtêèns.f.
on the Humber, at Killingsholme,
Wonderful things can be done by
in England, chained to the service
us if we only follow the line of the
of scouting over the North Sea, and
cross and the line that' lead's us on
I said ‘good bye to visions of my
high. For it is only along these
plane bearing me side by side with
lhj.es that our community can reach
Capt. Fred to victory over the
the highest individual and social
cheering trenches of France/-?/
development.”' ■’
We had been on duty at Killings
A sound sermon. A sermon that
holme - for nearly two months be
made thé lowly frian feel that he
fore anything reminded me of the
was no.longer lonelv. JtTeft the
Capt. Then,'myself and a com
doubter unworried by dogma. ?It
panion were flying high outside the
left all fìlléd with the thought that
coast line of France, when, looking
within the Church itself are found
thru the glass; I sàw in thè dis
fertile grounds for faith, and un
tance tyro planes, a German and
familiar but far-reaching fellow
French, circling about each othér.
ship. *'
The German, ship was climbing in
■ As for., the réviéwer, he was so
to the'air, then turning over and
enthused by the sermon that he
flighing straight at the French
Accepted the general invitation to;
man with a single machine gun
stay for 'tHU¿Sunday School. But
-blazing between the blades of. the
PORTLAND
we want to tell our readers about
propèller, z-,
thatin another place. In the mean
/ The French machine was sim
time. we wonder if the good pebple
ply, trying to dodge the hawk-like
nf Kennebunk are well aware of
swoop of the Hun ; the latter sèemthe constructive help the leaders
in business, politics; religion, and
education, might receive from the
Sunday Schools of this village if
they would come forward with an
attemnt to correct the failure of
attendance—bring together them
selves—spread a more ' hopeful
theory of human . nature, and
broaden the reach of economic ed
ucation among the young.
.. How this can be done we aim to
. ?smjw in our article, found in an
other place in this issue of the E nterprie. Kindly, read, ponder, act.

“TOE THE MARK”

The Man Who Played Safe
WENT TO

Haskell-Jones Co
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Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
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SPECIAL SALE

Maine

Portland
•

And purchased the Clothing that has
all the qualities that people of refine
merit and judgment seek in Apparel
for the Home, the Street, the Workshop
or the Social Function.

Hart Shaffner & Marx
The HART SHAFFNER & MARX is
Fabricked for Quality. They are modeled
for the latest Mode and Season. The High
Grade Cloth is offered in all the pleasing
colors. The Finished Suit is Tailored by
Mastercraftsmen
It Gives a Service
equal to the Value of its superior work
ship. It satisfies.

Can you think of anything else you would
want in your Apparel?
BARGAINS?

Every Suit is just that. None better. And
these can only be had in Portland at

Haskell-Jones Co

I£

Extra Heavy
White China Matting1
75c Yd., Value $1.00

W. T. Kilborn Co.

BUY OUR

Linoleums For Wear

I

YORK COUNTRY DEEDS

We have a very select line of patterns, also
in CONGOLEUN and other makes of felt
base goods.

n

Rugs in most handsome patterns and prices
that are right. No charge for laying by our
experienced carpet layers.

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

I

.. Kennebunk—Webbey, John E.—
Arthur 0. Webber; Crockett, Har
ry A.—Ellen - B. , Brooks'; Mil
dram, Jos. TL—Nellie H. Davis et
al; Curtis, Edmund W.—Dori
Chamberlin ^Tibbetts,-Annie M.—
Chas. W. Cons ens.
Kennebunkport—Kennebunkport.
Seashore Co.—Winfield E. Hanson.
Eldridge. Benj. F.—Ruth E. Eldr;dva: ■ Tuman. Mary H.—-Fannie
E. Titcomb: Goburn Geo: S.—Sa
rah B Durgin; Smith, Eugenie M.
—Walter 9 Clark.
Lvman—Evans, .Preston E. et al
—John H.. Stevens^ Tibbetts, Clifc
fprd A.—B. C. Jordon Lumber Co.
./--timber.
Waterboro—Bryant, Elmer R.—Jennie M. Kennett.
Wells—Vachon, Alfred. J.—Al
fred M. Rousseau et al. 6000; Rog
ers, Abbie L.—Alfred J. Boucher’;
Ramsdell. Solomon E.—Sami. J.
PerkinsMitchell. Elizfh I«.—Henrv L. Maxwell; Corne, J. LindaRalph F. Brazer
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pbolished some race horses would Wales,
1
are now in the United
never win “by a nose?’ But hòw States.
<
This latter is, as long on
èould we get along without it? It names.as
’
the former is on human
tells us the time when all clocks ,
fun down;pt is a monument that ity
1 and service to an unhappy
■ ' '
“For the next two weeks, and
.Much of the charm of Kenne .is remembered when, all others are ;world. - Surely, /this is*a strange
<
of visits—cast, and possibly a week or more longer,
bunk—its deliciously whimsical forgotten; the hair may whiten, .conjunction
(
—Kings and Cardinals.' • . > The Old York Transcript will sus
romance, lies in the circumstance the neck’ lose the ^richness of its cult
pend publication.” We read that
that \ the rustic attributes nf the curved, the eyes develops crowsOne wonders how the situation with
f
eet,
and
the
brów
become
furrow•
startled eyes in the pages of
country are applied to the worship
! of the world could be aggravated
èd
;
but
the
nose,
the
proboscidian
V
of the summer visiter from the
if experts had been banned from a recent Transcript, and then we
city. It is a comic skit peculiarly trunk, thè facial appendage, Will -ail- its activities and the course of looked further for the why.
still retain its form—-or want of it. its accidents and incidents. It ap Here it is. “We are,” says the
attractive to observe.
In the New York American, Ar-.
“really going to have a va
Language is a mystery rarely thur Brisbane takes a last fling— pears today that experts have been editor,
cation—certainly a man is entitled
solved. The other evening a cer or will he kick them once more? at. simply throwing wrenches in the to
two weeks off in ten’years.” Yea
tain eloquent lecturer made an im Kaisefism and Kings. Says that wheels of the Social machine which brother,
” is. And we
passioned speech, touching the im George of England is fortunate-in is now so, almost, scrapped that it only wishheWe.“really
could “vacate” with
portance of the League of Nations. having someone to do his thinking will answer np lever or throttle of
At the close of the address, as the for him. That his cousin_pf Ger- control. Hoover—the expert of you.
But, we are wondering, how can
speaker* was was going out, one of . many tried to “think for himself ;” experts, now/ tells an astounded
the audience approached him and and the world treated him as an humanity that civilization will be one put off the harness in “days
said, reproachfully: “My-friend, I “obsolete róyal vermiform appen obliterated ip all Europe, if some like these ” We know how fine a
was surprised that you so vigor dix.” Had we not better wait and Aay/'i-s hot contrived to"speed up part the Transcript has always
on the production of coal in Amer “played’4 in the business activities
ously opposed the League.” “Op
ica. Our>home experts say that of York Country; only, was it not
posed !” shouted the lecturer, “Why see how thè operation heals ?
’
3,500,000
gallons
of
booze
is/
! America eahnot relieve the foreign Kipling who said something like
man alive, I was arguing for it!”
And the English is,so “sufficiently causing great worry tó the owners :I Stress in any way—we. ar^too busy this—
clarified as to furnish the verbal out inIndianapolis. They afe)I with strikes, the H. C?L., railroad When the last'trumpet sounded—
means of embodying any thought!1’ barred by law from moving, the wars, profiteering, and riots. Ger When all flesh has been called to
' be blest,
> \ ~
Every man’s nose is either a “wet” to States where. its posses many is the only natipn ,in Europe
characteristic, an incumbrance, or sion is not made illegal by prohibi --after having been whipped to a And all the world’s evil confounded
tion
;
and
if
casks
lèàk,
the
owners
frazzle, that seems able to make We shall then have a long time
a “crime. In Maine it may mean
to rest.
money in the bank, or unpaid bills must pay revenue on the amount a ;eal, united effort hi the way of
lost,
which
is
considered
removed
meeting the situation. Is it not We are sorry, brother, that you
for wet goods from the pharmacy.
There pe women who allow their from bond; In a-pickle—that’s true? Bank and Big Business ex could not wait. You are needed
noses to shine all winter long like what !
perts are mighty unsafe tinkers to amid the captains for a little while
thé beacon^ at Kennebunkport, £ Cardinal Mercier of. Belgium, trust with the holes in the public yet. And as they say down in
Mahope oi muka loi—“towhile others veil them in a fog of’ King Albert of the same, and, Al zskimmer. s Tinkers’ dams arepnly,j Hawaii,
________
powder like the “Dog Days” away bert Christian George Andrew Pat safe to store solder for the moment, morrow we’ll be dead and we’ll be
rick;,David
Windsor,
Prince
of
—
they
cannot
mend
anything.
[a
long
time
dead.”
down, in Halifax. If noses were

“WE SHALL REST”

M tram taM

Footwear for the New Woman of
“New America”

De Lorge BootShop
251 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

In our REGAL make the feet are
both Smart and Tireless.
Chic, Dainty Shoes of the Trimmest,
Smartest, Most Attractive Models
that the newest woman could wish.
Shoes of wear, service, comfort, and style for the

Jcill Exposition

man and boy—in fact the well-priced and sure quality

for male and female of judgment arid taste.

THE FALL RE VUE I

Presenting Hosts of New Styles in

Was furnished with our shoes alone,jheshowingAvas

a New Fall Style Book, we have the originals for

CLOTHES FOR MEN, YOUNG
MEN AND YOUTHS

you, we will be pleased to show and serve at

DE LORGE BOOT SHOP

It stands to reason that yon want high quality in your
clothes at all times. But now at the beginning of a new
seasbn you want something more than quality, in what you buy.
You want brand new styles, and we have them here for you. t The
great variety and the values we are offering * for Fall will surely
surprise you!

Millinery of Rare Beauty ^nd
and Charm at-

Meed’s Hat Shop
171 Main Street,

Biddeford, Me.

Halts that bespeak Paris in every exquisite detail, yet
a

* adapted to( the Individualism of the American

Every keen man knows that there is a distinct advantage in
making early selecton of Fall clothes. By choosing now

Woman.

you have the agreeable privilege of first selection.

Each Suit or Overcoatin the Fall Exposition not only embicles all style requirements but it represents the utmost

Charming Panne Velvet, Hackle Turban, Purple

in fine workmanship as well. There ^s every hew wrinkle in fash
ions here—it’s a display of ‘4what’s what” in; men’s wear.

Soft Brimmed Velvet Hats, in fact all the Paris In

Dress Hat—effective because soft and crushed crown
spired models and shapes and shades.

j You will be as proud of your appearance in these clothes

OUR HATS WERE THE ONLY ONE’S

Even if you aren’t ready to buy just now you owe it Io your
self to see the new ideas in Clotheshhat meh and young

SHOWN IN THE

men will we^rithis Fall—and of course there are many arrivals
from the fafnous ‘ ‘House of Kuppenheimer,” You will find a big
range of prices from

$25,

$30,

$35,

$40

f Men’s New Fall Hats, Shirts, Neckwear

Fall Fashion Revue
At McArthur Auditorium

™
r

And the very thing you most admired you will find on
our shelves and in our cases today.

Hosiery, Gloves, Sweaters, Etc.

Benoit=Dunn Co.
256 Main Street, Biddeford
‘‘The Store of Progress and Service”^

BIDDEFORD, MAINE

I

Don’t Miss This Show In

MEED’S HAT SHOP

i Twice during the evening the line
extended half way to the post office
buildihg with the corridor jammed,
i V/hcn all seats yzer^e soTd .many in
bought tickets^for' • tonight,
us, I
r pe pie wlps came in firm adlived the rigxic life. .
1 I-'-s
vice cf the Lord, but the, command
ing fashipn of acts. From that
we were off. One of us asked,
“Can a brother refuse to sell me
sugar unless I .buy something else,
ahd then escape the charge'of prof
iteering?” After five/of the class
had given cases wheré’he had been
refused sugar ih the town—turned
down because the dealer said he
hâd none, and then saw the same
dealer s^ll to other's before the lie
was well outside the “evidence” of
the liar’s teetht-yw^, pretty genefally agreed that such a man was
“bad evidence” of spirituality.
One of us wanted to know why the
brother who had hot two pounds,
ôf côffèe before he could get, two*
pounds of sugar did not “nail” the
lie—the answer came back as’
sharp as .a pistol shdt, “I was
afraid he would take the s,ugar
away from me, I was1 quite as seifisli asi the dealer was.” Then
someone said, “We all seem to
¿know the conditions. Now what
is the remedy/and wherp shall, we
In the production of the A. B. C. HOT BREAD and ROLLS
find it?” Just hs quick came back
only thé finest selected flour is used-r-and it is baked in the
the.-^answer—nor from the teacher,
“Right here where we are—in the
most/Sanitary oven in the world.
Sundày School
And that is what I airusaying to
you, brother citizen. Come into
Thus you have delicious bread that you will revel in--a Bread
into the Sunday School. Your de
that WE only supply.
fection from the Church fosters
distrust and neglect on the part of
those who may at once become ig
Our Ambition to make The Best Bread—at the best price and
norant arid injurious to democratic^
institutions in America. •
quantity for the Quality is Exemplified to the limit in the
I know of no better place—none
A. B. C. BREAD at the
so good, as the SundayzSchool/Open
F drum, in which té prdseht current
subjects, of importance—the lesson
for the day will always suggest—
the’elass will' gravitate to the
“burning question.!’y Too, in .the'
Sunday School, the shyness of the
people towàrcb specially , trained
ability ' can be cured. Goodnaturedly ail questions, can here be
J. Randolph Holt, Manager
answered, discussed by thé class,
and in a friendly ahd’.-wise way
surhmed up from all that has been
-said.
See to it, niy readers, the brothe.rliness of the Sunday Sphool Open
Open 8 a. m. to 6. 30 p. m., Saturday until lO'p. in.
Forum will humanize the vision of
a world of peace and good will. It
will openly discuss the moral right
N. B- Watch l'or our Saturday Special Reductions,
of any man to do as hé. pleases with
his own business and income. If
it does not settle, it will view the
relation between income, and service—oné of the great themès
themes of
religion. '
Finally, the ultimate value 'of
every institution is the distinctive
effecir—its effect upon conscious
expression.” . Get into the Sunday
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
School Open Forum, Discuss the
conspicious tenets of thé prevaïïings religions—as, for instance,
Fine squashes, $1.50 per 100 tbs, . -8 weeks old, White Chester Pigs.
the Golden Rule: “Do unto others
at the house,, $2.00 delivered,
agiyou! would that they shbuldzdo
« Curtis Coombs
Horace Furbish
unto you.” Ask why this is so
Sea Road,
West Kennebunk, Me.
flatly contradicted by thé, business
Kennebunk, Me.
maxims of those who profess grêat
Adv.10-2-19. 3t. pd.
10-2-19, 3t. Adv. ch.
respect for it. Ask why your
At the close of my first six 'teacher follows the rule of Caveat
months service aS writer for the emptor—“Let the buyer look out
Enterprise, having visited the for himself,” instead of the Golden
churchris, the business men of York Rule. ’ In fact, get after the delib
County, and the public schools, I erately fabricated lie (in the Sun
feel ^like laying the truth of the day School) and you will drive it
whole' matter of' community con out' pf thfe Church arid the State.
tribution to the ,spiritual vision of In 'conclusion, you will find a
The Spirit of Youth reveals itself in our
the Church.
staunch coadjutor in every pastor
The everyday-people are una^ of every Christian Church. You'
whre of the friendliness of. the neeid havé no fear of taking your
atmosphere of the'Sunday Schools problems into the Sunday School
—unaware of their- human strength Open Forum'. There is no chance
for constructive help in the local of opposing religion thus. So long
needs of every coirimuinty. / As for as men hope to be better apd fear
the writer, he just stumbled on the to bcome worse, religion cannot
eSsen^eujf. éhurçh ^Vork—super die" out—will take care of itself—?,
vising entèiçtainhient, encouraging and you.
education, and the sane culture of
neighborhood homes by the Sun
Beware of the sea
day School.
How many citizens of this vii*
lage have ever madé/a diagnosis of
its parochial work? .How many Listen my children ana gather
have tried to develop any group of T- round,
social activities around his own Fdr on the shores the breaker»
S! pound.
parish ?
I strayed—that’s the word, into By the angry Waves that rdll and
roar
the Baptist Sunday/ School at Ken
nebunk on last Sunday, and this Ten dead sailors were washed
ashore.
is what I found : A neighborhood
club in the Church. Freed from First, was the Captain, brave was
racial, business, religious, arid po ' he ■"
litical antagohisms, the Sunday He lost his life far out to sea.<
School was become a patriotic and Second, the cabin boy tall and thin
They are cut on the New Fall Lines,
He had on his face, a ghastly grjn.
neutral institution. v
But’ let me explain. Brother Third was the mate lying cold and
and the Hand Tailoring is fine. There
Tilton worked the urge on me—it ■' dead,
are Half Belts, Full Belts, Snug Waistwas rainjng outside,'and I accepted With a muskrat gnawing his waterthe “welcome to. pur Sunday f logged head.
ed, Deep Chested Suits. The Coats are
School,” Do you rememberj my Fourth, was the boatswain short
and fat,
reader, what aSaanal thing that is,
sea gull on his stomach sat.
cut long, with some new shoulder ef
usually? Do you recall thé old A
was. a sailor with countendays when you were “driven”* to Fifth,
ance bright,
fects; single and double breasted and
the, Sunday School—how it based During
the storm he died of fright.
all 'its work ppon dognjas, tradi
there are many new weaves and
waS a sailor with tattered
tions, or future well-being, as un Sixth,
coat,
important to the growing mind as
colorings.
*
\
struck by lightning while
thé winds that whistled last win He was
bailing the boat. ’
ter? Well, the world is moving Seventh,
the cook whd was large
(if we pay attention to itsjessons)
: and’ stout, .'
toward ,a greater democracy, en From
a hole1 in hisr side his ribs
thusiasm among the people for a
Also there are more conservative lines
xoutj
freer, fuller .existence > here and The stUck
eighth, was the fireman bright
now; and yqu’Il find an opportuin our immense stock for the more con
and fair
?>
hity^fbr thé spread of that spirit A; herring
was-caught ih his long
in vour own parish Sunday School;
servative men.
coarse hair.
I will particularize. Brother
was a stoker with a tear in
Tilton was the teacher of the Class Ninth,
his eye.
in which the; writer,1 sat. . The les *To the last h^ mourned the qounson was “evidences.” We were
■ try, wentff ry.
all grown-ups, apparently 'all alive Tenth, was a stowaway grim and
to the spbje^t, and the; discussion
stark,
went far afield. Tne members of He; had been bitin two. by a hunthè class could ask and answer
shark.
question?, ’ but could not make Lpt"gry
a Warning tip you be,v
speeches. And.th^t is what I mean Donthis
’t travel on the .angry sea.
bv - “The Sunday - School Open Written By R.\V. Benson arid G.
Forum.” .
M. Thompson./
You;will be surprised, my render,
140 Main Street
Biddeford
to find how many men ip this littlè; This was written by two of Ken
community are thinking your nebunkport school boys who does
thoughts—giving expression to„ not know we. have it. It was passtheiri in the Sunday School. I have to us by a brother who would like
not the name of a single member, to see it printed in the. Enterprise.

A.B.C.BREADSHOP
Big Quantity Production of Our

shown at.->Acpie
’ ,r;.
a'.'/ ,'..
daymand Thursday Oct. 15 and 16.1
TiuiuJy ofJie . ec
The photoplay is a dramatic; one
TICKET RUSH
and is based upon ¿Elin°r Glyri’s !
successful novel of the same name/ ’ a
of. which more than a million ’ Upwards of 200 persons were un*
copies were sold since;-its publica- abietto gain admittance t°
tion some years ago. .Thè artistry Playhouse last evening to see “The
òr the star is evidenced in numer- Shepherd of the Hills” in pictures.

those unable to obtain scais p.ai.ed to come back this aftei'ncon, or
tonight. The automobile^ were
parked from the Pavijlion to the
Rialto bridge on both sides of State
street.
T
,
+

Hot Bread and Rolls

For York County, Biddeford, Kennebunk
Kennebunkport and Vicinity

A. B. C. Bread Shop

New Footwear for Fall
—Shoes as pleasant to wear as
they are charming to look at

Never have we had so attractive a collection of hew models for
early showing.
New combinations of material and color! Diversions of design,
different style touches/here and there! The vncw’ vamp line—
you’ll notice that. it is a .trifle .longer—how daintily trim and^slenr*
der it makes one*s foot! Here, in ^hort,\js your opportunity fbr
a very early peep at all these fresn things, which the trend of
fashion makes us sure are correct.

2p7 Plain Street, Biddeford

And zyou can-be* sure, tob, that
the very - Smartest, snuggest-fitting
model - of the Re^\ Cross Shoe is
pleasant/to wear'as it is charm
ing to loQK at. Every one is. fash*
ioned with' the famous . “behds
with your foot” feature that.,yiakes
it truly a pleasure fo put on and
wear all day one’s newest, prettiest
shoe.. Have you ever worn a shoe
like that? '

Price $8.00 to $15.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
OPtN FORUM

New Fall Line
of Suits
FOR YOUNG MEN
AND BOYS

A. A. BIENVENUE

SHOE STORE
BIDDEFORD

J. R. LIBBY CO.
Department Store,

Portland, Maine

This Week is known as New England Thrift Week

More Bargains for Thrift Week
Clean-Up of Odds and Ends from Our
Great 52nd Anniversary Sale—Read !
Remnants of Wash Fabrics
Length 1-2 to 6 yards

—Voiles
—Ginghams
—Chambray
—Poplin
IgjPercale
—Lawns
—Long Cloth
—Nainsook
^Flannelette
—Crepe, ptc.

Remnants of
Marquisette and Scrim
Lengths 1 to 5 yards

Values 55c, white,
cream and ecru.
For long or short
Curtains.

17cyd

Libby’s—Street Floor

Below
Regular Price

Marked at very low Oct. prices

Libby’s—Street Floor

45c Tabling
5-4 EnameL-colors and
white—ÿard

Blankets

—
OOC

39c Outitig Flannel
Fancy and plain colors, 27 inches
wide. Checks,x stripes
ocs
and greys—yard
d&OC
35c Hili Bleached Cotton
36 inches wide, soft finish,
—
no starch, yard
¿uC
Libby’s—Street Floor

15c Cheesy Cloth
Bleached, 36 inches wide, special, yard*
IOC
Libby’s—Street Floor '

$3.50 Gray Blankets, pink of blue bor
ders, medium size, double bed size,
$2.50
$4.00 Gray Blankets, pink or blue borders
double bed size, soft finish, bargains
today, pair
$3.50
$6.50 Blankets, double bed size. Scotch
wool highland plaid. Brown, gray, pink
‘ ahd blue, pair
$5.00
$6.00 Blankets, gray, white or tan, wool
finish, double bed size, very soft finish,
pair
$4.95
$5.50 Bath Robe ^Blankets, 72x90, large
range of styles. Each
$3.95
$6.00 Bath Robe Blankets, with cord
and tassels, sizev new style and high
grade merchandise, each
$4.50
$12.00 Wool Filled Blankets, pair
$10.00
$15.00 Wool Filled Blankets, pair
$12.50

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. MAINÉ

CATTLE SHOW AT LYMAN

The Scope of Evidence
By J. D. Hallen

™ HAY’S DRUG STORES ™

Theatre

PROVIDE

expert makes for the use of his
THESE DEPENDABLE REMEDIES
KENNEBUNK
glasses. ‘We quote from “Ques
Documents” by Albert S.
FOR A COLD
The Character of Evidence Written tioned
Osborn, N. Y., pages 85 and 86.
Long.
“It seems to be overlooked by
those who object that, ordinary
HAY’S LAXATIVE COLD TABLETS, 25c per box. Relieve
The compiler of a new book of spectacles are simply lenses placed
OCTOBER 15, * 16
“invaluable usefulness in legal in between the eye and the object
ordinary colds in'24 hours, headaches and all the con
looked
at
and
are
inerely
means
by
vestigation” emits this bit of wis
ditions
which accompany a fresh cold.
rirhich
sight
is
corrected
and
im

dom. “When courts, lawyers and
laymen understand that documen proved, and that the most elaborate
tal photography by a skilled special and complicated ^microscope is
HAY’S RHINITIS TABLETS, % strength (Camphor,
ist assists in disclosing facts there; nothing more than an extension of
Quinine and Belladonna). A standard remedy for
_'
.
To
be
consis

will be an even greater demand for ' this samé principle,
the product of the camera, as an tent one who objects to the use of PROGRAM WEEK OF OCT. 13-18
fresh colds-—preferred by many people. Bottle of 100,
Moriday—Elsie Ferguton in
aid to j ustice.” And the compiler the toicroscope should also insist
39c
“SOCIETY EXILE”
adds, “I will make photographs of that the judge and jury should be
Questioned Documénts and any compelled to remove spectacles be Shri^hine Comedy—“Mongrels”
HAY’S CATARRHAL JELLY in collapsible tubes with
Legal papers”—-one wonders what fore examining a document that is
Tuesday—Charles Ray in
kind of “papers” such.are, “at any questioned in a court of law.”
“THE BUSKER”
metal tip for nasal application, 29c
place at short notice.” The ital Never was a better illustration Houdini in the 11th Episode of
ics are inserted by the author of of limping reason than the above.
“THE MASTER MYSTERY”
HAY’S THROAT EASERS, 25c per box. A gelatine gly
Put this on your brief—“The soon
Wednesday and Thursday
these lectures.
cerine pastile. Relieve the tickle and huskiness,
“At any place at short notice.” Í er we think straight we shall go “THE CAREER OF KATHERINE
BUSH”
But, he should have completed the straight?’ If it were a question
Drew Comedy—“Bunkered”
offer thus--“for a tempting fee.” where the court,and the jury were
ASPIRIN TABLETS—Squibb’s American, L. & F. and S.
Friday—Bert Lytell in
Readers of these articles will re to pass on the authenticity of a
K. & F. brands, in small boxes. Also in 100’s at 89c
“BLIND MAN’S EYES”
call how “invaluable” such “photo questioned document, ybu, Mr.
graphs of questionéd documents” Cross, would have the right to ex Marie Walcamp in the 14th episode
Bayer
’s Aspirin in all sizes.
“The Red Glove”
are by referençe to the entire cross amine as to, the kind of sight and
Saturday—Carmel Myer’s in
of the witness- Hingstori in the glass each of them had. There are
HAY’S ANTICEPTIC AIR FRESHENER—Is an excellent
case of the People vs# Hallen, tried many eyes that are so incorrect “THE LITTLE WHITE SAVAGE”
Ford Weekly
preventative for spraying the air. For use on phones
iri the Superior Court at Portland, that no glass will improve them. Current Events
Me., during the last months of And it is your privilege to know Coming Mon.-Tuesday Oct. 20-21
and in money drawers.
, who made the glass and who ex- Harold Bell Wright’s famous story
1917.
' amined the eye., As to the njicropicture
This case is most instructive for scope. When the U-. S. went into
DeVILBISS ATOMIZERS—The kind with a guarantee.
many reasons. First, because the the late war, there was not a lense THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS
expert-who was discredited in the maker in jme Union, we were de
Recommended by your physicians as the only satis
case referred to came into the case pending, as the rest of the world
factory make.
with the seal of the courts .of Maine was, on German make:?. What a
OSTEOPATH
stamped on his expertisé.' See glass would do—the "tales it would
THE 3-H CONTINUOUS SPRAY ATOMIZER—For nose
113 Main St.,
Paliner vs. Blanchard, 113 Mpine, tell, was soon demonstrated when
385 (1915)—-but two years before we began to use them against the
Biddeford, Me.
arid throat—for oil or water, at $JL.OO, is an extra good
Hingston was, dishonored in the foe. .
; money’s worth. Made for us in the DeVilbiss factory,
Tel. Con
Hallen case the court held, Here, is the boiled down wisdom Office Hours, 9 to 5.
“And, as stated in Forgeries and of the Law. “Magnifying glasses Gi ad uate under the
and equally dependable.
False Entries, Hingston, Page 80, and micoscopes have always been founder of the Science
if the expert has a good case he used and parties are entitled to Dr. A. T. Still,
-, Hubbard’s Germicide, Alkalol, Glycothymoline, Listerine,
need ask no favors; he can demon them—We see no valid objection.”
Lavoris, and all thé advertised standard mouth washes and
strate the strength and prove the Howard v. Illinois Tf. and Sav.
reasonableness of his deductions Bank, 189 III., 579. Service, con
sprays at lowest pricés.
ill the face of the opposing opinion formity to natural law, and growth
of one Or a dozeni”
have nothing to do with the case—
Pines’ Glycerine Tablets, S-B, Luden’s Dean’s Cough Drops
We have underscored the word longevity is the real characteristic
Heide’s Licorice Jhjubes.
“deductions” for" this reason; if of sound law. Is not that lusty
you are not briefed up to show, nonsense?
from the expert himself, that he is Also write this in your brief:
Clean, germ-proof hands are most essential as a matter
incompetent to make any deduction “I will never accept the decision of
of
protection.
Wash them frequently with GERMICIDAL
in the matter ; if you let him get by any judge where he is plainly in the >0.
SOAP, a real antiseptic. 25c per cake. Special price by
as a qualified expert, why then the wrong.’’ Lawyers are often con
the dozen or quantity.
court will treat you with this dose fused by the conflict of opiriion be-,
of unwisdom: “The jury are the tween, different courts. Let us cite
judges of the facts and any opinion a case prolific of amused comment:
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
given by an expert, is to be weigh In the year 19ft) Basso, a bootblack,
ed by them, and if an examination in the basement of orie of the busi
of the writings shows that the rea ness blocks of Rochester, N. Y., re
sons given by the expert for his fused to serve Burke because the
¡V.TWO DRUG STORES-ESTABL’D 1841-/¡
opinion are not justified, in weigh latter was. a. negro. The laws of
ing his opinion the reasons which the State of New York require full
H.H.HAY SONS \
he gave for it should be consider and equal accommodation in hotels
PORTLAND, MAINE.
ed, for ‘the value of an opinion may and other places of public accomALWAYS LOOK FOR THE 3-H QUALITY MARK’
be much incraesed or deminished inodation.” The question, there
in the estimation of the jury, by fore, was: Is a bootblack-stand a
the reasons given for it.’ “Heald place of “publiq accoriimodation”?
vs. Thing, 45 Maine, 397. The The first court said, “no;” the sec
inrier quotation are again taken ond/“yes;” the third, “no”; the
fourth, “yes, but.”
from Hingston.
MANUFACTURED BY
Now, according to the above, see Another, fact that ought to weak
what will happen. If the expert en your confidence in the judiciary
can get by you, thé jury will surely is that our highest courts rarely
hold, in spite of everything the pronoupce a unanimous decision.
court may say, that he has demon The “dissenting .opiriion” should
strated the “strength and the reas educate you, Domot forget that
onableness of his deductions.” Be any decision is nominally governed
sides, the usual juror is not equip by majority, and often the opinion
ped, mentally or mechanically, to of that majority need not necessa
apprehend what the court meant to rily be in accordance with justice.
1 QUICKLY RELIEVE)
say in the case of Heald v. Thing. And, perhaps, you may be led to
Therefore,, it iri up to you to not think that, iri courts like our U, St
STOMACH GAS
Supreme Court, justice should not
rAND
Jet the expert get by the Court.
depend
on
one
man.
If you carry your dinner you
Both handwriting experts as well
indigestion
A firial word to this chapter
physicians and surgeons are given
may have a. hot drink vgith it if you
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAILTRY THEM AND YOU WILL
to the. use of photograph, magni should be: The one road to safety
purchase one of our Lunch Kits.
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
fying glasses, and spectacles, and in the preparation of the character
1 ALL ORUGGIST3 2S »
For those who prefer a basket
of
evidence
is
a
revision
of
the
dethe courts have held that they “see
no harm in that. See Barker v.~ 'finition of justice. The decisions
we have the Thermos and Vacuum
The Town of Perry; Iowa, 67. Be of the courts, if they always follow
NOAH
Bottle.
ready then, to make the expert dis precederits, is to keep the lawyer as
Was the first citizen of record
“
a
solitary
prisoner
in
their
own
close what he"knows about the
PRYOR-DAVIS CO known
lense that is being usejà. This is dream world.” A lawyer habitua
to have prepared for a
THE
JEWELER
“The Old Hardware Shop’’
not a large task i/or you. There ted to think in terms of his prob
rainy
day.
36
Market.,
St.,
Portsmouth,
N.
H
lems
and
of
the
struggle
to
remedy
are, as you will learn in your stud
Plain St.
Biddeford
Tel. 509
Why not follow his example
:
ies, only a very few denses that are' them before he is actually in the 253
accurate; arid inx99 casés out of grip of the trial, will have a trial
and start a SAVINGS ACa 100 thé expert will not eVen know brief such as will be a bridge over
COUNT with the
many
a
chasm
of
the
law
’
s
foolery.
his glass. As a matter of enter
tainment, here is the defense the
(To be Continued)

CHAPTER X Continued

SPECIAL
Wed. & Thurs.

“Career of
Katherine Bush”

DR. W. I. COX

SrtOKE

CIOARS

w

J. Bradford Co

TO ALL CUSTOMERS
having their houses wired for electric lights
during the next three months

When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY-think

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free

Pepperell
Trust Company

Biddeford, Maine
The Bank with the Chime Clock

A real old fashioned cattle show,; cow, 1st, Frank Kendrick; Grade
> not one of those hybrid mixtures caw, 2nd, Daniel W. Clough,
of, three ring circus, society horse ■- Guernsey—Registered bull,. 1st,
- show, auto exhibit and cabaret en Clifford A. Tibbetts, Registered
tertainment, called a “country cow, 1st, Clifford A< Tibbetts ;
fair,” but a real honest-to-gopd- Grade bull, 1st Guy H. Hill ; Grade
ness cattle show, such as our grand cow, 1st, Guy H. Hill.
fathers used to have, was given by H Hill.
—ksJ
the Goodwin Mills Grange, 135, of Jersey—Pure bred cow, 1st
Lyman on Tuesday of last week. Lewis E. Carter; Pure bred calf,
Although 'thé project was ■'under 1st, Lewis E. Carter; Giade cow,,
taken on short notice, ten days in 1st, Lewis E. Carter; Grade cow,
fact, the-grange got together a fine 2nd, Ebwis E. Carter.
local exhibition.
Herefords—Grade bull, 1st, By
There were all of the old time at ron L. Hill; Grade cow, 1st, H. M.
tractions—the cattle and the Hussey,
grade calf, 1st Byron L.
horses and the sheep and the hogs Hill; Grade cow, 2nd Bÿron L. Hill.
and the poultry and the vegetables
and the fancy work. and the log Sheep—Dorset Horned, one pen,
cabin quilts and the braided rugs 1st, Henry Brock; Stropshires, one
and the mammoth squashes and pen, 1st, Henry Brock ; 2nd, George
the. big potatoes and the field corn Hill.
Swine—Berkshires, 1st. Dr. H.
braided together and the polished
apples. Then there was the master W. Hurd ; Grade Chester White, 1st
of ceremonies, whip in hand di- H. M. Hussey. .
, recting the straining horses Jiitch- Horsés—Grade -Belgian 3 year
ed^to the stone drag loaded with old, 1st Byron L. Hill.
so 'many granite blocks that,, as ¿The 'particularly noteworthy ex
was finally provéd, two teams could hibit were.the sheep from the Ashnot budge it. ¿The judges squinted mont Farm of Henry Brock in Al
, knowingly at the prize stock in the fred. Ori this farm are bred some
good old way and they were dress of the choicest stòck in thé United
ed just like common ordinary men, States, and the flocks are constant
not dolled up in riding boots tùrn- ly being improved and increased
ed back gloves and stocks. And by thè finest rams and ewes that
the ladies of the grange Served the cari be obtained across the water.
dinner and it was some dinner— Amorig the stock • exhibited were ,
good old New England cooking some of the animals which they
done to a turn and plenty of it, not showed at the International Ex-*
transparent sandwiches and bili hibit at Chicago recently where
ous doughnuts, and debilitated they took two championships, six
first and a large number of seconds
Coffee.
and thirds. ’ Another exhibit wor
Some of the old time attractions, thy
of. note was that of Jerseys by
were notably lacking. There was
E. Carter, which carried off all
no two headed calf nor cidér bar ,L.
the a wards in that class. ;
rels. in the baclç end of express of There
was an excellent display,
wagons nor shifty eyed individuals of pure strain
fowls, ducks and
edging around the outskirts of the geese and the exhibit
of both fruit
crowd setting- up little -folding and vegetables, was excellent
and
■tablés and inviting merrymakers
arranged. There was a large
to woo the goddess of fortune but well
assortment of needlework, embroi
there were plenty of soft drinks dery,
quilts, hooked and braided
and peanuts and ice cream. Only rugs and
fancy articles^ all of
one jarring note appeared—in the which warranted
received
scores of autos parked all over the close and admiring and
¿y
place. They did not seem, some The winners'in theattention,
poultry show
way, to go with the old time cattle were:—Frank Jellison,
Buff Orshow.
pintons; John Grant, Light Brah
Then there was the racing. The mas; Frances Warren, Buff Orcommittee had not arranged for ninton bantams; Ernest Hill,
that and the track along the street White Wyandottes ; Frank Gordon,
was not very good. No body seem Whité Wyandottes ; Dr. H. Willis
ed to know whether there were any. Hurd, White Leghorns and White
classes or not as the horses brush Wyandottes; L. Pitt Warren, R. I.
ed along the dusty road and no-one Reds ; Mrs. B. Goodwin, Plymouth
seeihed able to determine just who Rocks; L. W. Shaw, R. I. Reds;
were the winners, but the crowd Lewis Carter, Indian Runner ducks
and the drivers arid even the Dr. H. Willis Hurd, Pekin ducks
horses all seemed to enjoyed them and W. L. Worcester, Angora
selves, so it did not much matter. rabbits'and Belgian hates.
Every Jjody from all the sur- Blue ribbon winners for vegeta
roundig country, from the OCto- bles were Mrs._S. Batchelder, melgenerian to the veriest toddler, was ons^and squashes; Byron L. Hill,
there and they all knew each other . Beauty potatoes ; i Hugh Googins,
.and they talked stock and crops White Mountain potatoes: Benja
and maybe a little politics and the min Goodwin, Early Srinshine po
women swapped canning recipes tatoes; W. C. Smith, cauliflowers;
¡and the children played and squeal Charles Chappell, marrow squash ;
jed and angled in the/‘fish pond” Walter Dow, .beans and peppers;
¡and got under every one feet, and Henry Brock, carrots; Dr. H. W.
¡the young people acted just as they Hurd, golden flint corn.
have always done ever since they - ¿Notable displays'of fancy work
started to have cattle shows along were made by Miss Grace Meserve,
Cape Cod a few^ years after the Mrs. . Raymond Burbank, Mrs. Pilgriiris came over.
Lewis Carter, Mrs. Rufus Lurit,
All of this district is a region of Mrs. Frank Jellison and Mrs. Clarsplendid farms and progressive ènce Siriith.
farmers and the exhibition, par The show was in change bf the
ticularly of cattle, proved it. While Executive Committee, consisting of
the number of head of stock) was L, E. Carter,, Byrori L; Hill and
not as large as might perhaps have Frank Jellison, Dinner Committee,
been expected the quality made up with Mrs. Annie Carter as chair
for any deficiency in quantity. A man and Entertainment Committee
large part of the cattle shown were ■with Mrs. L. E. Carter as chairriian
registered stock with a scattering . Considering that this > exhibit
of grade cattle. The winners were was the first that the grange has.
as follows:—• g
given and that was £°t up hur
Ayérshires—Grade cow, 1st, Wal riedly, in a limited time, it was à
ker Smith; Grade heifer, 1st, Wal marked success and gave great
ker Smith.
'promise in repetiaiori from year to
' Holstein—Pure bred bull. 1st, •year, particularly if it is run on the
Frank Kendrick; Pure bred cow, plan of the old fashioned / cattle
1st, Daniel W. Clough; Pure bred show and not as a more pretensions
bull, 2nd Daniel W. Clough ; Grade but less attractive “fair.”

Now is the Time to Rebuild Tires
The rebuilding of tires is no longer an experiment.
Any tire with the tread worn off and of fairly solid body
can be rebuilt and give from 3,000 to 5,000 extra miles.
Send in all your old tires. We will carefully inspect
them. If it is possible to rebuild them to give satisfac
tory mileage, we will do so.
Our prices are lower than any other tire rebuilding
concern. We also carry a full line of rebuilt tires in stock.
TIRE AND TUBE VULCANIZING
We call and deliver for tires and tubes.

AXCO TIRE CO.
Tel. 490

280 Hain Street,

GOOD WATCHES-think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS-think

Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00. We have
. a limited supply at 6.50

NORTON & HARDEN

H. L. DUPRE
161 Main Street,

,

Biddeford, Maine

Electrical
P. O. Square

Contractors

Tel. 151-3 or 137-4

Kennebunk, Me.

' Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 18471 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate, Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.

Do You Need Water ? Motor Trucking
WRITE OR PHONE

Artesian Well Company of N. H

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

From 1 to 100 tons. No com
pany can quote lower prices on any
kind of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
Call me up, it will save you
money.

Biddeford

Mrs. Mabel Huff

WANTED

is prepared to do hail and
scalp treatment, facial
massage and mani
curing by ap
pointment.

Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
Qandle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
anything in the Antique line. Any
one having articles to offer, call
or write.
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
BUNK, MAINE

TIKE AND TUBE

VULCANIZING
Plant fully equipped with latest and most efficient

Electric Vulcanizers

CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
Promptness of delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Office: Merchants’ Bank Building
M. 1VI. ROBBINS
R. G. SEAVEV
Kennebunk
Tel. 399-M
N. H.jTel. 31-2 Kennebunkport, Maine Water Street,
DOVER

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK. MAINE
lavvecl nation will be boycotte«] by all

The council, the/- chief

aetion without unanimous' decision; of
its- members and /since the United
States-will ha,ve a representative in
the Council our interest will be pro
How It Will Prevent Wars.
It is not claimed that the League of tected there. We hear it said that the
is formed for the benefit of
Nations will do away with -war alto
Puts It Into Plain Language Free gether. Every possible provision that
or some other
B ri tain' oi
All the
on. Th is
From Legal and Diplomatic human intelligence can devise will be
the
made to settle international disputes
(S'
ited
,t
Verbiage, in Response to Re peaceably. But should all these meas
ures fail and two nations gq> to war,
quest. i
this is- what will happen;
If both parties to the dispute have

LEAGUE PLAN

MANY ARE CONFUSED

ness and social communication With
the rest of the world.

other nations will stand back and Jet
War under such
circumstances is difficult to imagine,
however, because before the angry na
tions will be allowed to fight in ac
cordance with the rules of the League,
so much time must elapse that in all
probability their anger will cool and
they will reach an amicable under
standing.
What we have to fear is that some
nation will go to war in defiance of
the League, and every precaution has
been taken to suppress such a nation
by the immediate use of the united
power of the other nations. If inter
national boycott failed to bring her
to terms she' would have to face a
combined .international ' army and
navy. The founders of the'League be
lieve that the mere possibility of such
a situation will prevent any nation
from violating its agreement Does
anyone think that Germany would
have begun war five, years ago if she
had known that nearly alF the other
great powers would combine against
her?

BY PRESENT DEBATE them fight it out.

Danger That People Will Lose

Sight of Basic Principles Dur
ing Discussion of Complicated
Details and Technicalities.
(By ex-Presldent William

H. Taft.)

The plan fer a League of Na
tions is based on a few simple
principles, which are not hard •
to understand when lifted out
of thé morass of technical discus
sion and freed from legal and
diplomatic language. As the
one authority best able to present these points without partisan bias, ex-President Taft
has been asked to pjit the
league idea into a few plain
words for the benefit of millions
of Americans who desire a bet
ter understanding of the plan
but find themselves confused by
the debate In the United States
Senate. In response to this re
quest he has written the follow
ing article.
Purpose of the League.

The chief purpose of the League of
Nations is to keep the world in a
state of peace. Another way of ex
pressing it is to say that the league
is designed to prevent wars.
We have Just finished the greatest,
which is to say the most horrible, of
all conflicts between nations.
We
have won a glorious victory. But that
victory will be wasted unless this war
has made the nations ready to
put aside their differences and cooperate to end war forever.
It is not enough, however, to provide for the prevention of wars and
the settlement of disputes after they
have arisen. We must foresee causes
of trouble and remove them before
they have reached an acute stage.
Hence there must be provision for fre
quent consultations of members of the
league for exchange of Information,
for agreement on common policies and
for the gradual formation of rules of
international law which at present are
uncertain and incomplete.
The representatives of the great
free nations which won the war have
met at Paris and, after long consulta
tion, have drawn an agreement which
they believe will accomplish these
ends. At the very least it will set in
motion great changes which will re
sult in universal benefit to all man
kind. This agreement is called the
Covenant of the League of Nations
and it is a part of the peace treaty.
There will be no league worth talk
ing about, however, unless the United
States is a member. The decision as
to whether the United States shall
join rests with our Senate. The Sena
tors, chosen by the people, will-in the
end vote as the people desire. For
this reason the people themselves, will
decide whether or not the United
States will join the league, In this
question every citizen should have a
voice. He or she can express opinion
either by writing direct to Senators,
by letters to the newspapers, by
speeches in his! lodge or local union or
in conversationi with friends.

Doing the World's Work.

In addition to settling International
disputes peaceably the League of
Nations will provide means for doing
much of the world’s work more sys
tematically and effectively than can
be done now when each nation is
working only for itself. The people
you know best and like best are those
who work with you on the same job.
It wijl be the same way with the
nations of the future. The more they
work together, the sooner they will
come to understand and 1 like each
other.
For example, the League will establish an international organization for
the bettering of labor conditions in
different countries, for the protection
of women and children and the native
inhabitants of civilized and semi-civilized countries. One of Germany’s
greatest crimqs has been her barba
rous treatment of the helpless people
in some of her colonies.' One of the
chief tasks of the League will be to
look after peoples that are not strong
enough to protect themselves.
The League. will appoint commis
sions to take charge of various inter
national undertakings so that they,
may be carried on, not for the benefit
of any one nation, but for the benefit
of the whole World. Provision will be
made for promotion of fair and equal
tradez conditions.
These are only a few of the benefits
the world will derive from the League.
As time goes on we jshall find more
and more tasks at which the nations
can work in common and a greater
number of opportunities to remove
causes which stir up jealousies and
animosities between races and peoples.
Objections Answered.

Of course we cannot hope to make
the great changes such as the. League
of Nations will- bring about without
opposition. Fortunately the war has
taught us the. great advantages of
international co-operation.
It was
only by good team work that the free
liberty loving nations were able to
whip Germany.
The treaty which the United States
Senate is debating obligates the mem
bers of the proposed League ■ to pro
tect one another against attack from
enemies outside their own boundaries
bent upon conquest. Although this
agreement (Article X of the Cove
Methods of Maintaining Peace.
Since the prime object of the nant) is vital to any arrangement
which seeks to prevent war, it has
League of Nations is to preserve peace
-—and to reap the benefits of peace- been attacked on the ground that it
let us see how the league will operate would draw the United States into
war's in various parts of the world and
to accomplish that purpose.
In the first place it will seek to re force us to send our boys to fight in
move the main causes of war. By the quarrels which did not concern us.
We should remember, however, that
formation of an international court it
will create a means for the peaceful the main purpose of Article X is to
settlement of disputes between na^ -frighten nations tempted to wars of
tions. Then it will seek to compel the conquest from yielding -to the tempta
Rations to make use of this court. tion, by the certainty that they will be
This is nothing more nor less than an crushed if they begin such a war by
application of the rules and customs a universal boycott and a union of
governing private individuals in civil forces of the world against them, If
ized communities to the relations be a big war breaks out again, the United
States will be forced to take part in
tween nations.
Secondly, the League will seek to re it whether we have a League of
move a great temptation to war by Nations or not. We tried hard enough
the general agreement to reduce the to keep out of the war with Germany
size of armies and navies. This will ■ but found we couldn’t. A little war contrary to the League
halt the race for military and naval
supremacy which was largely respon rules could be handled by the powers
sible for the war just ended. The close at hand. Certainly it would not
amount of armament any nation may be necessary to send American troops
maintain will be strictly defined. to suppress an uprising in the Balkans
Thus it will be impossible for one when prompt action by the armies of
country to overwhelm its neighbor by Italy or some other nearby powerful
unexpected attack, in the way that -nation could suppress the fracaS^beGermany .crushed Belgium and would fore American troops could even get
have crushed France had not the other started.
Great Gain for Small Loss.
democratic nations gone to her aid. The
Idea is that each country may keep
We had to make many sacrifices to
an army and navy large enough to en win the last war and we made them
able it to fulfil Its responsibilities as willingly because we knew they were
a member of the League, but no larger. worth while. It will be the same in a
The United States, for example, prob smaller degree with a League of
ably would be expected to keep a Nations. When men form a business
check on Mexico and the state of con partnership each one has to make
stant turmoil in that country would be concessions to the views and opinions
taken into consideration in deciding of the other meinbers of the' flnfi.
how large an army we should need.
When we enter the League of
The third
important safeguard Nations we may have to give' up cer
which the League will set up is a sys tain privileges, but the losses will be
tem of penalties. This will make an small compared with the profits.
The United States will riot have to
outlaw of any nation or group of na
tions which goes to war in violation sacrifice her independence or right to
of the rules of the League. The out- make her own decisions.

¡¡it AERIAL MAIL FiRST MEtTING

ARRANGEMENTS FOR
TRANSPORTATION

Arrangements have been made
by
Superintendent of Schools
Goodrich and the School Commit
WEBHANNET CLUB
tee of Kennebunk for the transpor
In these forward-looking days
tation of the High School pupils
there are divers means of transpor
The first regular meeting of the for the remainder of the year from
tation, but when in urgent haste,
the aircraft is first’ choice. Not Webhannet club was held .at the November 3, 1919.. Those from
long now before straight and home of Mrs. George Parsons in the Town House district will go
swrift will be the line we will take Summer street on Monday after by street cars and the' pupils from
district will be convey_
foir the maximum of speed and noon. A talk on the overseas work the Wildes
of the unit sent by the Federation i ed by privately owned, vehicles,
f ety..
There is np end to the making of of Women’s Clubs of America, in' The d^lay in providing for this
'•r plane books--the bsitest ' one, the-canteens and rest camps oi transportation has arisi.n from the
foi the “The Boys Airplane Book,” has France during the war and with fact that no funds were available
will ive ai oppor
st ttleiment of old . grie1
:es which much of general interest and value the Army of Occupation, was given up to this time.
have/long troubled the peoples of the to the mind still an amateur. But by Mrs. Beatrice Bodwell of San
world.
one will get little more than the ford who was a member of the NEW REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
It has been said that the League history of flying in the pages of unit for several months. Mrs.
The new corporation at Kenne
will interfere with the Monroe Doc this publication. That is always Ford, the president, and Mrs. Wat bunkport, which has been hanging
trine, but the League Covenant ex entertaining.
son of the Searchlight club of San in the air for some time, is now
pressly protects this Doctrine. In fact,
Large airships, which will call a,t ford, were also entertained.
through the Covenant the Monroe Doc Liverpool, York, Hull, Copenhagen, I A business meeting Was held, reported to have been incorporated
under the name of the Arundel
trine receives recognition throughout
following the address at which
the world and its principles become Stockholm, Petrograd, Pekin and four new members, Mrs. Burr, Mrs. Land and Improvement Company
San Francisco, and will carry 150
with a capital of $100,000 the par
forever established.
pasengers each, are planned by the Johnston, Mfs. Davis x and - Mrs. value of the stock being $50 per
Great Northern Aerial Syndicate True were elected to the club. The share. The purposes of the cor
to inaugurate an epoch-making air report of the committee on the Me poration, as enumerated in the
service. , The planes will be of the morial High School building which charter, are to purchase, construct,
rigid type, and there will- be first may be found in another column rent or otherwise acquire hotels,
.There restaurants, lands, cottages, water
class on the top of the vessel and was read and accepted.
second class at the bottom. Branch was a social hour, during which rights etc., and to carry on or to
routes will be served by smaller tea was served by Mrs. Parsons, contract with others to carry on
Mrs. Harry Burnham, Mrs? Thomp
Peace League Means More to feeder ships carrying fifty passen son, Mrs. Meserve and Mrs. a general hotel business. '
gers each. The service will begins
This is the corporation which,
Them Tjjan It Can Mean
Hawkes, at thé conclusion of the first by the members in their in
in May next.
As all speculations, in all times, meeting.
to Men.
dividual capacities and, after its
as to the possibilities of the future
organization, collectively has been
ALEWIVE
in negotiations for the acquiring
DR. SHAW’S STIRRING PLEA. have failed, it would now be rediculous tp phophesy the future of
of the Columbia hotel. It is un
A Harvest supper and entertain derstood that terms have been
(By the Late Dr. Anna Howard Shaw.) flying. But in the short course of
ment will be given by the ladies -of,
Seven million one hundred thousand five years things have come to pass Alewive on next Tuesday evening reached and that the transfer is
which
only
the
rashest
mind
dare
iabout to be consummated. A large
men who had laid down their lives .in
the great war. Think of it! Seven fancy—and then did not even dare in Grange hall. Anyone who number of persons prominent in
million, one hundred thousand young to say. And the conquest of the knows the excellence of the cook the summer colony are credited as
air has simply been the evolution ing of the good Wives of Alewive being interested. The officers of
men had -died on the field of battle!
What does that mean’ to the women oUthe laws of life. Nothing new will get there if he imperils life the corporation are Herbert L.
of the world? It means that seven has really been discovered—only and limb in doing it. The admis Luques, president; Henry B. Den
million one ' hundred thousand women the application of knowledge that sion will be 25 cents each.
nett, treasurer; Herbert L. Luques
walked day by d'ay with -their faces, has existed since the morning stars
Ruel W. Norton, Abbott Graves,
KENNEBUNK LANDING
toward an open grave that they might sang together.
Edwin C. Nevin and Joseph E.
give life to a. son. It means that
Duffield, directors.
As a matter of fact, all knowl
seven million one
i
Mrs. Olive Day and Mrs. Violet
hundred thousand edge seems to be stored in the
The Kennebunkport Welfare As
little children lay 'in the arms of a brain of the world. ’ One can never Day aré visiting Mrs. Alice Moyni sociation has also been formed by
mother whose love had made them write it down. Sometimes, it is in han in Marlboro Mass.
practically the same persons who
face even the terrors of death that
Mrs. Sylvia Boston has purchas are financially interested in the
the
air
and
we
all
get
a
rusty
and
they might beconie the mothers of
out-of-practice allowance 'of it. ed a new,Ford car and is struggling Arundel company with the object
men.
Then,
some of us, try to develop it With the’ usual inclination of new of maintaining and increasing the
It means that year after year these
—
how
precarious this development drivers to climb telephone poles value of real estate holdings in the
women had put up their lives into the
and run over perfectly innocent village, of keeping undesirable
lives of their sons until they had rear is appears from the terrible price pedestrian?.
nersons and enterprises out of the
ed them to be men. For what? In we have just paid for “flying in the
Services Will be held in the chap town and of upbuilding and main
the hope that these sons of theirs could war.”
Always the call for human bet el on Sunday by Mr. Bridges, a taining a high standard of civic
give to the world the things for which
women dream, the things for which terment seems to come at a time student in the Theological school pride. Herbert L. Luques is pres
ident, Abbott Graves secretary and
women hope and pray and long. These when the world is staggering under in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Furbush, treasurer, Edwin C. Nevin and
were the things that the /women had crushing financial burdens. Today
in their hearts when they gave birth it is a bold man who will dare to who are the joint surperintendents Joseph E. Duffield supervising
to their sons.
propose to lay another on the backs of the Old Ladies’ Home in Me managers and Booth Tarkington,
But who can estimate the valué of nf men. It must be done, however. thuen Mass., are visiting Mr. Fur Atwater Kent and Ruel W'. Norton
seven million one hundred thousand The airplane must be nursed by bush’s brother. Horace Furbush directors.
*
dead sons of the women of the world ? our government—subventioned and in Sea road. During their stay
Who ban estimate the price which the aided as the Atlantic steamship here Mr. Furbush is supérvising
NOTICE
w-Omen have paid for this war; what lines were in their infancy.
the construction of a cellar which
Mrs. Charles M. Stevens announ
it has cost them, not only in the death
The country that will do this, is bejng put under the “Watson” ces that she is prepared to do up
of their sons, because that is a phase
fearlessly,
in spite of the already house which he has recently holstering of all kinds at reason
of our war to which we look.
t
able prices. Write or call at Ken
heaped-up burden, will gather an bought.
The Courage of Women.
nebunk Landing.
enormous harvest of commercial
WELLS BRANCH
’.We hear
orators tell us of the and intellectual expansion.
Adv. It 10-9-19.
The
courage of our men. How they went
holiday
sideshow
—
the
five-mile
across the sea. Very few of them re
Mrs. C. M. Clark spent Thursday VOLUNTARYB,ANKRUPTCY.
member to. tell us of the courage of trips at so many dollars the head a and Friday with relatives at Port
John Theophilos of York has
our women, w-ho also went across the la Old Orchard this summer, is the land.
sea; of the women who died nursing future of the airplane unless our
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Green of filed a petition as a voluntary bank
the sick and .wounded; the women government back it with encourage Kennebunk Beach are stopping i’upt with Clerk Fellows of the U.
who died in the hospitals, where the ment and. cash.
with Mrs., Green’s parents, Mr. and S. district court, Portland. His
The airplane will discount the Mrs. vT. A. Chick.
terrible bombs came and drove them
debts are listed at $1,997, the prin
almost to madness,
They tell us fog difficulty, as we have explained
cipal creditors being Stephanos
Mrs.
Rose
Ingrahm
is
spending
nothing of the forty thousand English in one of our last articles. This
Galitsis and Spiros Litos of York;
women who went to work back of the means the wider and wider flight the week with relatives in Ver Commonwealth Fruit company and
mont.
trenches in France.
of international planes. The war
Miss Phoebe Gowen is the guest the York County National bank
They tell us nothing of the thou has left us with a beginning. If
The assets are valued at $1,831 of
sands'upon thousands..upon thousands we progress, it will be but a short of friends at Rochester, N. H.
Mrs. Ralph Goodwin spent last which $524 is claimed exempted.
of womeii who not only ■ toiled and time when such a condition as
worked and slaved in order that the arose.in Mexico the other day week at Portland the guest of Mr.
WONDERFUL PICTURE
war might be successful, but we do when two of our aviators were held and Mrs. Will Goodwin and other
not hear of the thousands of women, for ransom could not occur, and relatives.
One of the most wonderful phonot alone in Armenia, not alone in
Russell Littlefield was the week toplays produced in many years is (
Montenegro, not alone in Serbia, but when, the policing of the skies will end guest of his brother at Roches "Fires of Faith,” a Salvation Army
he
as
well
within
bounds,
for
exam-'
in Flanders/in Belgium, in Rumania,,
ter, N. H.
picture, which comes to the Acme
in Russia—the thousands of women ole as a peace sentry at all the
Mrs. Charles Lord was the re Theatre Wednesday and Thursday
bridge-heads
of
the
world.
who lie in graves. today, murdered,
cent guest of her cousins1, Mr. and Oct. 29 and 30. The story is heart
so horribly murdered that men dare
Mrs. Chick.
appealing and the scenes are most
not speak of it.
Mrs. L. H Nason of Berwick dramatic. It was directed by Ed
And yet we women are asked what
spent the week end with her daugh ward Jose and written by Charles
we know about the League of Na
ter, Mrs. Ellis Gowen.
E. Whittaker.
tions; asked what we can understand

WOMEN DEMAND
WARS SHALL END

T. L. EVANS & CO

about a League of Nations, Oh men!
the horrible deaths ; the-horrible lives
of thousands upon thousands of wo Special Low Prices on Brown and
men today in all these nations, who
White
must live, and who must look in the
FIREPROOF
faces of children unwelcomed, unde
BAKING WARE
sired—of little children—and know
10c
Cushard Cups;'. ... . ... 5c
that these are the result of war.
- And then a'sk women why they 12c
8c
Custard Cups....................
should be interested in a league of"
Mixing Bowls
peace?

15c, 20c, 25,c 35,c 50c, 70c

Women Suffer Most From War.

If there is any body of citizens in
the world who ought to be interested
in a league to ’ultimately bring to the
world peace it is the mothers of men,
and the women who suffered as only
women can suffer in the war and in
devastated countries.
And we call upon them, we women
of the world call upon the men who
have been fighting all these battles of
the years, the men who have led
armies, and led armies close to their
deaths.
We are now calling upon the men
of the world to in some way or an- other find a passage out of the sea of
death. We are asking them to form
a league which will bring hope to the
women of the future. If women are
to bear sons only that they may die,
if women' may not have hope
and aspirations for their children,
if women may not~flream the dreams
that have in them the hope of the
highest civilizations, the highest moral
and spiritual life of the people—if wo
men may not have these in their
hearts as the mbthers of men, then
women will cease to desire to be the
mothers of men. And why should
they not?
Why should they not?

Pudding Dishes
10c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c, 50c.

Covered Casseroles
1
2
3
4

. 50c
. 6c0
. 90c
$1.25

qt.
qt.
qt.
qt

China Tea. Cups and Saucers.. 25c
Dessert Plates to match.......... 25c

50c
Brooms
Whisk Brooms 25c, 35c, and 50c

. .perfection oil heaters. .
.......... $6.25, 7.50, 9.00, 9.50..........

ASH CANS GALVANIZED IRON
$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00 and 6 00
Ash Sifter

$3.75

50 ft. Cotton Clothesline

29c

Fla?h Hand Soal
Lenox Soap........

10c
. 6c

CANVAS GLOVES
11c, 15c, 20 a pair

Advertise
In The Enterprise

FOOTBALLS
25c, 50c, $1.00, $1.5(F, $3.00, $3¿50
75c
Extra Bladders--------------v
Head Gears
$2.50, $4.00, and $5.00

THE A B C OF THE
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
By DR. FRANK CRANE.

.. What is the League of Nations?

A. A union of the strongest civilized
nations formed at the conclusion of
the great war.
2. What is its object?
A. First, to promote the Peace of
the Wdrld by agreemg not to resort to
war. Second, to deal openly ..with
each other, not by secret treaties.
Third, to improve /International law.
Fourth, to co-operate in all matters of
common concern.
3. Does it presume to end war?

A. No more than any government
can end crime. It claims to reduce the
liability of war.
4. What will be done to any nation
that makes war?

A. It will be boycotted and other
wise penalized.
5. How else will the probability of
wan be lessened?

A. By voluntary, mutual and pro
portionate disarmament; by exchang»
ing military information, by providing
for arbitration, by protecting each na
tion’s territorial integrity and by edu
cating. public opinion to see the folly
of war.
6. What else does the League propose to do for Mankind?

(i) Secure fair treatment for
labor,
(2) suppress the White Slave
Traffic, the sale of dangerous
Drugs, and the traffic in War
Munitions,
(3) control and prevent Disease,
(4) promote the work of the Red
Cross, and
(5) establish International Bu
reaus for other Causes that
concefh the human race.
7. Who are to be Charter Members
of the League?

A. The United States of America,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, British Em
pire, Canada, Australia, South Africa,
New Zealand, India, China, Cuba,
Czecho-Slovakia, Eucador, France,
Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hedjaz,
Honduras, Italy, Japan, Liberia, Nic
aragua, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portu
gal, Rumania, Serbia, Siam, Uruguay
and the following states which are in
vited to accede to the covenant: Argen
tine Republic, Chili, Colombia, Den
mark, Netherlands, Norway, Paraguay,
Persia, Salvador, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Venezuela.
8. What other nations niay Join?

A. Any self-governing State which
will agree to the rules of the League,
provided the League accepts it.
9. What Agencies will the League
have?
A. (1) An Assembly, composed of

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

représentatives of all thef
member Nations,
a Council of Nine,
a Secretary-General,
a Mandatary Commission, to
look after colonies, etc.,
a Permanent Commission, for
military questions,
various International Bu
reaus; such ns the Postal
Union, etc..
Mandataries.

(7)
.10. What is a Mandatary?

A. Some one nation designated by
the League to attend to the welfare of
“backward peoples residing in colonies
of the Central Empires, , or in terri
tories taken from them.” This is to be
_____ trust,
___ _” ? __
„ a
a “sacred
and__in ______
selecting
mandatary the wishes of the people
of the area In question shall be the
principal consideration.
11. Does the League mean a Supernation?

A. No. It Interfere» in no way with
any Nation’s Sovereignty, except to
limit its power to attack other nations.
12. Can any Nation withdraw when
|t wishes?

A. Yes. The League is Advisory
NO MARRIAGE LICENSES
and Co-operative, not coercive.
13. Does the League put Peace above
No marriage licenses were issu
Mr. and Mrs. ;Cz Leon Irving of
and National Honor?
52--7th Ave.. Brooklyn, New York, ed in Kennebunk for the week end Justice
A. No. It puts Reason before Vio
formerly of Wells, celebrated their ing October 9, 1919.
lence.
tenth wedding anniversary Friday
14. Does not the League take away
LOCAL
NOTES
Oct. 3rd> at the home of Mrs Irv
the Constitutional right of Congress to
One of Warren’s coal men, try declare war?
ing’s sister, Mrs. Everett W. Hubhard, of Wells. They were the ing to deliver a load of coal up.on
A. No. The League can advise war;
happy recipients of many useful Summer Street in monotone Congress alone can Declare war.
presents.
“What a woman is depends upon
15. Does It destroy the Monroe Doc
Those present were Mr. Roy Hil what she does when she might do trine?
A. Exactly the contrary. For the
ton. Mr Vernon Hubbard, Mr. Da something else.”
Clyde Rand of Kennebunkport, first time in history the other nations
na Eaton. Mrs. Martha Blunt, Mrs.
Everett W. Hubbard, Mr. Everett captain of the Kent’s Hill football recognize the Monroe Doctrine ; and
it to all the world.
W. Hubbard, Mr. Edwad Brown, team, is making a. great reputation extend
16. Does it not interfere with Treaty
Masters,-;Wilbur, Edwyri, Gordon, as a center as well as a captain. He Making
Powers of the United States?
is said to be the heaviest centeh
and Francis Hubbard.
A. No. It is a Treaty. We can make
A light collation was served by among the preparatory school any Treaty we please.’
players this season and the scouts
the hostess.
17. Would we have had the Great
of the big colleges are watching War if we had had this League?
his
work
carefully.
George Colcord of Boston has
A. No. That War cost the world
bought the Eaton cottage at Drakes
over 7,000,000 lives and 200,000,000,000
Island.
WANTED—A woman or girl dollars.
18. Of what importance is the
Miss Carol Hilton of Wells De
pot registered at the opening of, who would prefer a good home to League?
high wages—Phone 22-12 Wells.
A. It is the greatest deed of man
Westbrook Seminary this week.
Adv. 3t 10-9-19 kind in the history of the world.
DEATH OF REV. JESSE M.
FOR SALE—White Chester and
19. Has not anyone a right to ob
Berkshire pigs. Laudholm Farm ject to the League?
DURRELL
A. Yes. This is a free country. Any
Stock. Particulars by phoning
one has a right to any opinion he
22-12 Wells.
Rev. Jesse M. Durrell of Tilton
Adv. 3t 10-9-19 chooses.
N. H., financial agent. of Tilton
20. Why Is the League so bitterly
Academy, and secretary of the
opposed by a few?
Methodist Conference of New
A. Because,
unfortunately,
any;
Treaty or League must be made by thaj
Hampshire, died very suddenly at
President, and a President is chosen
his home at Tilton on Wednesday
by a political party and many mem
afternoon. Mr. Durrell, who was
bers of the opposite Party think they
about seventy years of age, was
must decry whatever he does.
for many years one of the summer
colony here. About five year ago
in a business way—the
his wife died and following her
advertising way. An ad
death he sold his cottage, although
he was accustomed to come here
in this paper offers the
from time to time generally visit
maximum service at the
ing his cousin, G. M. Stevens of
minimum cost. It
the Columbia, who was his nearest
relative in Kennebunkport. His
reaches the people of
last visit, was only about two weeks
the town arid vicinity
ago. He left here to go to Tilton
you
want to reach.
for the opening of the academy.
His funeral will take place tomor
row and his remains will be
brought to Kennebunkport to lie
beside the body of his wife.

WELLS BEACH

Go
After
Business

Enterprise

$1.00 A

T. L. EVANS & CO
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Try ItIt Pays

YEAR

_

___ KÊnAËBÎJNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Wm. Dowing store
— ESTABLISHED 1843 —

t1 ins

Fail and Winter Underflaniiels
or Cotton Wool at Prices

LOWER than the market WARRANTS
VESTS
PANTS
UNION SUITS

Edward I. Downing
Kennebunk

DRY

GOODS

This Is Thrift Week
Buy Thrift Stamps
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THE QUALITY HARKET
Also High Street

Corner Main and Alfred Streets

BIDDEFORD MAINE

HOW THE FAMILY INCOME
SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED

Every Family Should Haye Own Per
sonai Household Budget
FHRIFT AS A
The household is a corporation
STABILIZER OF BUSINESS. with certain definite obligations
and a more or less certain income,
rhe Foundation Upon Which All and it should, therefore, have a
Successful Enterprises Are
definite budget.
Based.
No general budget can be so framed

SATURDAY SPECIAL
Hammer Brand Laundry Soap—100 lb. case $5.25
10 lbs.
55c
Swift’s Arrow Borax Soap—100 lb. case
$6.15
10 lbs. 1
65c
Libby’s Imported Olives (in bulk)
lb. 35c

GENUINE SPRING LAMB

il
lb. 20c II
lb/ 28c =EEi

Genuine Spring Lamb Fores
Genuine Spring Lamb Loins

as to fit the needs of every family,
In a recent address in New York Families differ, even when identical !n
li
City Mr. William Mather Lewis -con size, number, sex and general situa
a=
trasted thrift with mere saving. tion, but no family can thrive and
progress
without
sound
and
sane
fi

Thrift, he said, is a much broader mat
i
ter than mere saving. Thrift is care nancing, without arrangement of a rea
ind prudence in the management of sonable financial margin, without reg
lb.
I
Fancy
Short
Rib
Roast
ular
saving
and
investments,
such
as
Due’s affairs; the foundation upon
which every successful and enduring are offered by Thrift and War Savings
Fancy Chuck Roast
lb.
Stamps; and only intelligent adher
business enterprise is based..
ence to an intelligent budget can be
Sweet Potatoes
8 lbs.
The man who hoards his money, who trusted, under ordinary circumstances,
deprives himself of the decencies of to bring about the desired results.
Cauliflowers, choice, each
life in order to accumulate, is going
Methods of appropriation, however,
counter to the Declaration of IndéCelery
Lettuce
differ; a method which proves feasible
penden.ee—He is narrowing his life, in a given family would be worse than
restricting his liberty, and shutting useless in another; but certain car
himself away from true happiness. dinal principles may be safely laid
He who spends his money wisely, down.
who aportions his dollars intelligently i The amount of possible savings
King Victor Flour
bag
against the needs ,pf today and the should be set apart definitely and
Maine
’
s
Ideal
&
Peerless
Flour
Bag
needs of tomorrow, who, in other rigidly adhered to. Other allowances
words, is practicing thrift, is investing may be variable or they may be held
I
in Liberty and happiness, is secumg within hard and fast limits. One plan
life more abundantly.
after another may be tried, if liked,1
The miser lays aside a surplus by until the best one suited is found.
I
refusing to buy those things which
All things considered, the most easily I
necessity and comfort and the good of. efficient budget usually is that which I
his community require. The thrifty allows a certain/share of the income I
man buys liberally and intelligently; for each budget head listed, holds1
'he makes very sure that the shoes for rigidly within the items of appropria
which he exchanges the product of tion, and wisely applies any balance
many hours’ labor contain good work or surplus to the savings or recreation
For Quality, Quantity and Service
manship and good material; that the account.
meat he carries home at night goes
TiHiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiR
iiiviiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiifiiidiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTnY
on the table, not in the garbage can.
QUAKER ACr6sTI0
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiudiiiiiiiiiuiimit
He insists that the dollar he hands
the employee be earned by an hour of
The man who saveth money
honest labor. A thrifty; man is careful
Hath his future guaranteed,
of other things than money. Such a
Remorse o’er substance wasted
one does not arrive at the station half
is unknown to. him, indeed.
an hour before train time. If his time
Fortune smileth on Mm¡Ê^ÏMÀg
is worth three dollars an hour he does
Things he hath, as he may need.
not use it up on work that a three-dollar-a-day assistant could do. Thrift
The man who spendeth wisely;
bancr w
consists in making the most of one’s
Hath no idle, wasted hour;
resources, tangible and intangible—
Ruleth cities—even nations—
making the most of them for the bene
Interest for him doth flower,
fit of self and of one’s fellows.
For he learneth as he liveth
As a means of thrift, Mr. Lewis ad
Thrift succeedeth—THRIFT IS
vocated the formation of War Savings
POWER
Societies and. investment in War Sav
(Moral—Buy War Savings
ings Stamps.
Stamps.)

The Delta Alpha class holds its
Mr. R. J. Mitchell, one of the
regular meeting this, Thursday, oldtimers, is in town for a short
night.
stay—looking them over.
Mr. A. M. Seavey is now deliver
Mrs. Belle Gilpatric is enterR. N. Cram was in town over the taining friends from Biddeford ing goods to customers in the auto
24c
—quicker service rules the day.
week-end.
this week—¡sort of a re-union.
22c
The work of building the three
Austin Day 'of Newburyport is
Miss Kate Lord is in Portland
visiting his sister Mrs. Ethel Bos this week enjoying the waves of miles of the Sanford end of the
25c
Sanford—-Wells Beach State High
ton. He is recuperatng from a musip as they break over Maine.
way i/ nearly completed, although
10,15, 20c
severe illness.
Perley E. Knight has gone to it is yet very rough in the abcense
Mrs. Everett Towne and her Boston to attend the Huntington
three children of Kittery are visit school in Hufitington Ave. Boston. of the top coating.
The deputy sheriffs were much
ing Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Towne in
Mrs. Frank Webb spent the day in evidence at the Acton fair to
Cat Mousam road.
Wednesday, up at the Hub. Just
Fred W. Craig, who is attached the nicest time to make the jour day, Thursday, no less than five of
them being about the grounds. As
to the United States submarine ney.
$1.85
yet however there has been no re
U-5 has been stopping with his
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Andrews are port of the arrest of the individual
$1.65
sister Mrs. H. Strayhorn with his visiting friends in the neighboring
who has been'selling “chairillightn
week.
towns of New Hampshire—touring ing” quite openly at $10 a bottle
Mrs. George Parson wishes to the state.
and who had been operating all
announce that an umbrella, rain
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Barker of this
coat and veil were left at her home village are, away on their annual of the week.
by some member or members of the outing—the fortune of the weather
ACTIVITIES AT GOODALL FAC
Webhannet club on Monday.
is with them. Could there be finer
TORY
/
The Liberty club.waa entertain days ?
ed by Mrs. Harriet Knight on Mon
“Billy” Sargent Ys confined to
The work of adding two stories
day evening during which a light the home with a bad case of lum
lunch was served and plans were bago and a severe cold. He surely to the Goodall Worsted mill, which
has been hanging fire for some
made for the winter work work.
will be missed at J. R. Libby Go’s, time, is now well under way and
Charles R. Littlefield is making in Portland.
will be pushed through to comple
arrangement to go to Washington
Mr. and Mrs. C. Strayhorn, their
“about December first for the re daughter Miss Elizabeth Stray tion as rapidly as possible. The
mainder of the winter. This will horn and Mr. and Mrs. N. Fox will crew of Blair & Co., sixteen in
be Mr. Littlefield’s sixth succesive spend the week end as the guests number, which will do the jacking
up of the roof, arrived *011 Monday
year at the Capitol with the ex of
Mr. anu
and xvii
Mrs.
H. ovia.j'iLvxii.
Strayhorn.
„ Lvir.
s. xi.
an(j wni stay untll the roof is finalception of last season.
; From examination of the records | ly in placet This is the only conThe first football game of the of the Kittery navy yard it has tract work which is being done on
season will take place on Saturday been discovered that with one ex
job, the remainder being done
afternoon when the Kennebunk ception the five oldest employees the
tne Goodall corporation itself.
Boy Scouts meet the Biddeford Boy in the point of service were all byThe
I
SF
work will be carried on
Scouts on the play ground. There born in York county. Charles H. without___________
_ with
_________
interferance
the opis considerable agitation for the Farwell who is fifth in point of (eratiOn of the factory, a false floor
reorganization of the town team. service was born in Kennebunk jn having been put in over the second
On last Friday afternoon, after 1855.
’
z the work
- will
- -be
story and on this
his dismissal from school, the son
The John Waterhouse place in done. The brick coping above the
of Stanley Steven of the Landing, Cat Mousam road has been sold for roof has been cut off and the rais
while waiting to take a street car E. L. Littlefield to Frank Nichols ing of the roof will begun at once.
to his home, accidentally collided of Haverhill by John Bowdoin. The hoisting of the roof will keep
with an auto which was starting The farm consists of 100 acres, of pace with the laying of the brick
from the curb at the square. He which about one half is tillage, a work and putting in of the floors
was only slightly bruised.
house of six rooms, barn 40x100 and other wood work. The con
All of the electric installing and and a large garage. Mr. Nichols struction outside of the jacking of
supply houses are over rushed with will move in immediately with his the roof is in charge of Edward
Continues to offer Splendid Stocks of all
work and have contracts ahead for family which consists of three Ricker of Sanford.
some time to come. Norton & Har children, two boys and a girl, in
When completed the two ad
Wanted Sizes In the Better Quality Blankets
den are at present engaged in wir addition to Mr. and Mrs. Nichols. ditional stories having been added
SAVE AND SUCCEED
ing the houses of U. A. Caine of Mr. Bowdoin states that there is and ready for; occupancy, which,
/ Butter! Did you ever hear of startWest Kennebunk, Charles Shepard an unprecedent demand for farms unless unexpected delays arise, Coin Thrift Into Thrift Stamps.
'ing life with nothing but?
Right now is the best blanket-buying time of the
and Charles Hickley of the village. among men who have previously will be in four months, they will
That is the" way United States Sena
entire
year,: and the values that our long established
The Kennebunk town cannon, been employed on salaries and in be used as spinning rooms. Con Thrift .is shorthand for “Waste not, tor Gilbert M. Hitchcock started.
about which cluster enough official positions who find that trary to the rumor which has been want not.’’ Buy War Savings Stamps. It was not by eating butter but by
buying connections with leading mills enables us
going without it that he got the start.
legends to fill numerous ’ large their ^salaries have not risen to current the old mill will not be
to offer are worthy every thrifty housewife’s at
He says:
volumes, has at last been mounted correspond to that of laborers and abandoned for the present, al Sing a song of Savings Stamps,
“My father told me that if I would
on its carriage, which in turn 'has are going, back to the farms for a though it is admittedly unsuited The cost of living’s high,
tention. The increasing chilliness in the air empha
go without butter for a year, he would
been set on a cement foundation livelihood.
for the work now being done in it But have you counted all the things give me a calf.
the necessity of prompt action.
sizes
These Savings Stamps will buy?
and, after many ■' vicissitudes, is
There has been a steady stream owing to the light construction.
, “Why a calf? I suppose it was be
now perminently located on the of travel between Kennebunk and
New machinery, the arrival of
cause the young bovine animal nor
library lot.
Extra Large White
Silk Bound Wool
Kennebunkport and the “World’s which hds been awaited for some War Savings Stamps are better than mally consumes, when fed on its moth
John Davis, former star base Fair” at Acton every day this week. months, but which could not be money, because they earn more money. er’s milk, a lot of cream which might
Finished Blankets
Cotton Blankets!
ball and foot ball player of the Wednesday was the biggest day in built owing to labor shortage, has
otherwise become butter. Accordingly,
Double bed size, full 66x80, a
Kennebunk High school, who re the history of the fair, it being now arrived and has been install “Broken eggs can not be mended.”— if I saved a year’s butter I might be
Good weight fine soft, fleecy
Neither can “cashed-in” War Savings
cently returned from overseas estimated that there were over ed. This has caused a copsicler- Stamps grow to their maturity value. deemed entitled to a calf.
firm durable weight, pink or
finish, size 72 x 84. Very
where he went as a volunteer at 8000 in attenndance. Among the able increase in the numbcr'of op
blue borders, pr.,
special, at pr.,
“Anyway, I went butterless, and
the" beginning of the war, is now local people who made the trip by erators employed.
Lincoln said: “Be a patrlotl Don’t got the calf.
in Bates college where he is play auto on Wednesday were Charles
The boiler room which has been mar the immortal emblem of humanity, , “A calf was of no use to me, so I
ing his old position of half back Hall and party, Miss Edith. Ander-r under construction for son.e time the Declaration of Independence.” Buy sold it and with the money bought a
few hens and a rooster, building up a
on the foot ball team. He was the son and party, Israel Burke and is ready for the roof. This build Thrift and War Savings Stamps."
small trade in eggs and chickens,
Bates’ main ^tandby both in offense party, Charles Colp and., party, ing, which is of brick above a con
and defense 'on Saturday.
In a multitude of thrifts there is which I sold to my own family and to • Gray Cotton and Wool Blankets,
Charles Wilson and party, Miss crete basement covers an area of
Cotton and WooTBlahkets/*pink,
neighbors.
Perley*7 D.• Greenleaf and wife,“Theo
A safety from worry. Buy wisely, save the“My
A UUU OllUJJtXl
vl
clUU
jJdl Lj f
A
Cl LI 1 24x40 feet and is 20 feet high.
Shepard
and >. party,
Paul
blue or yellow borders, popular
extra heavy grades, most wanted
grandfather encouraged me to
who have been on a ten-day vaca- Russell of Alewive and party, G. twenty horse, six foot tubular boil Intelligently, and invest in Thrift earn
money, and save it. H there
sizes, specially priced at
sizes, especially briced at pair
tionxin Northern Maine, are back M. Whitten and party, A. Frank er which will be utalized for heat Stamps and War Savings Stamps.
had been Thrift Stamps and War Sav
$5.00 to $11.00
( $6.50, $7.00, $8.50
atGreenleaf’s restaurant, prepared Chick of Kennebunkport and party, ing has arrived and will be install
“May the vast future not have to ings Stamps in those days, he would
for winter work. Mr. Greenleaf Joseph Clark of Wells and party, ed at once.
North
Star
ffloolen
Blankets—
The
Celebrated
Woolnap
Blankets
certainly have urged me to buy them.
went with the intention of pursu George Robinson and party, and
featured and sold by us for many
The tank room, in.¿which the im lament that you neglected it.” Buy As it was, he acted as my banker,
an extra heavy, soft finish quality,
Thrift
Stamps
and
War
Savings
Stamps.
ing the elusive deer but, owing to John Nedeau and party.
mense fuel tank which will sup
years, shown in fancy borders
Sizes
shown in white and gray.
and added a dollar for every one I
the fact that it rained every day,
and some plaids, sizes for single
saved, allowing me good interest on
- ij We sell'Wearever seamless hot ply the oil for the boiler will be in
64x76, pair
$4.25 ,
$4.75)
he was obliged to forego this sport water bottles. Every bottle guar- stalled will be rushed through to BENJAMIN FRANKLIN UP-TO-DATE. both.
and double beds, ranging in price
Size 60x80, pair
“Later on, I got a job with my fath
. but has returned with even greater anteed. Fiske the druggist on the completion. This building will be
from ,
$10.50 to $32.50
Size 72x80, pair
$4.95
'—* just■L asJ! 1 corner,
±--JAdv. entirely of concrete, 45x14 feet
zest to the pursuit of the
Save and have—Thrift Stamps and er, and by the time I was 19 I had ac
cumulated several hundred dollars.
elusive booze cars and poker play-| A member from Kennebunk in dimensions and 13 feet in depth. War Savings Stamps.
I ers.
Pretty Bed Puffs With Light Warm Fillings.
A rolling fancy gathers no Thrift With this I paid my way through the
,
.
..
x 'made a trip to Boston yesterday, The tank, which lies along side of
law school. On graduation I had used
Ward off coughs and colds by We are informed, to get a store of the new building and which has a Stamps.
Comforters, if you prefer to call them such, of the finest quality, both as
Be frugal and free—to buy Thrift up about all of my money, but It was
taking our Hypophosphites Com- SUgar at S. S. Pierce Co’s, one of capacity of 21,000. gallons, v ill be
well spent. The légal education that
to covers and clean, sanitary and fluffy fillings. A choice selection of
pound. Fiske the druggist on the the leading wholesale and retail put in place as soon as the foun Stamps and War Savings Stamps.
I
obtained
was
themost
valuable
part
Look before or you’ll find yourself
corner.
Adv. grocers of New England. After dations are in.
beautiful colorings in all favorite coverings, ranging in price from
of my training for the business of life.
behind in War Savings Stamps.
A large number of persons have going thru a strong examination—
‘ $4.00 to $20.00
If I had not saved, I could not have
If
you
pay
too
much
for
your
whistle
RESOLUTIONS
attended the Musical Festival in as to where he was from, was he
gone to the law school. My savings
Savhave
too
little
to
buy
War
Portland during the week. In the a customer of the house, how much
gave me that opportunity, and enabled
In loving memory of our late be-! Mgs Stamps.
chorus have been included Mrs. C. sugar he had at home, he came
me to follow my bent.”
W. Goodnow, Mrs. Carrie ^E. ^H. ■ away with one pound. He says the loved President, Mrs. Sarah Lord
SavSow
for
your
future
with
War
Emmons, Mrs. Josephine R.
Pol

" " ’ seekers for sweet were lined up Cram; the Woman’s Christian Tem Mgs Stamps.. They are .seeds of as- Mend that leak in your pocketbook
lard, Miss Carrie B. Burke, Mrs. in two rows at the counter where perance Union of Kennebunk ex Mred
success. No hot winds can
F. W Robert, Mrs. Bertelle Smith, he got his. It would seem that presses its sorrow at her passing Wither them; no chickens dig them up! with War Savings Stamps.
Mrs. Blanche E. Potter all of Ken sugar is cheaper in Kennebunk— from us in these resolutions—
nebunk, Mrs. Bolster and Miss Bol one pound can be got for a good Resolved: that we, as a Union,
Wise saving will increase your buyster of Wells, Bertelle Smith of deal less than $6.00.
and as individuals, have lost a
power, investing in War Savings
Kennebunk and Edward Hansloving, loyal friend and advisor, Stamps Is wise saving.
The hours during which the va
comb of Wells.
rious stores in Biddeford are open ~~ and a tireless, efficient comrade
The “retreat” of the Methodist are being materially curtailed.
and workerThe War Savings Certificate Inter
m
church, which waé held on Tues The markets and grocery stores are Resolved: that the Kennebunk feres with one of the most popular in
‘■y
day throughout the day and evening now closed on Wednesday after
Union, as a tribute to her loving door sports—robbing the baby’s bank.
was very well attended and there noons and the dry goods stores
service, re-dedicates itself to the
Membership In a War Savings So
was much enthusiasm, not only have gone onto a new schedule,
task set before itr—
will help you to succeed. Save
among the people here but also__
_____ _______
adopting
a straight 48-hour week Resolved: that this expression of ciety
A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
among many who came from ad- i with hours from 8.30 to 5.30 every
our love and sympathy be sent and succeed.
and hay fever. The healing fumes 'from burn
to the family, and that a copy be
joining towns, particularly Sanford j day except Saturday and on Sating herbs relieves the choking sensation by
inscribed in our records, and
and Ogunquit. At the morning i urday from 8.30 to 9.30 p. m.
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
printed in the Kennebunk Enter
session Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, Those doing shopping in that city
tated membranes. In use for more than 40
years. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.,
prise, Eastern Star, Union Sig
made the address which will be ’ should bear this new arrangement
SUCCEED
Send for free sample.
nal and Star-in-the-East—
found on the first page of this pa- [ in mind when laying their plans,
STARTING RIGHT.
<
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from
Mrs. J. R. Pollard,
per. Rev. J. M. Arters of Portland | It is now anticipated in Biddeford
Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Mrs. U. A. (jaine,
was the speaker in the afternoon that within a short time all of the
Mrs. Carrie Emmons.
and Dr. A. J. Croft of Wisconsin I stores will close on Wednesday afCommittee.
addressed the evening audience. * ternoons.

LOCAL NOTES

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

Old Dutch Coffee, (the kind that suits) lb. 45c

Brown Baked Butter Crackers
3 lb. net cartons, 5Oc

Oysters quart 75c

•KB

SENATOR’S BUTTERED PATH

The October Sale
of Blankets

LED HIM TO THE SENATE

$3.49

Portland

Invent

Thrift Stamps •

$5.00

Haine

«

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
We hear from pupils’ reports
that the . new/teachers at the, Ken
Morin’s- Original 9c Sale
nebunkport schools are muchTiked
especially ait the High School.
This is pleasant news.
259-261 Mairi Ttreet ''
. Little Brooks Emery son of Mr.
Miss Hazel St. Clair/has gone to
Biddeford* Maine.
and Mrs. Frank Emery has scarlet
o Skowhegan, Me., for a three week’s
fever. The house is under quar
visit.
Original 9c Sale—9 Days Only--Oct. 9th to Oct. 18th, Inclusive
antine. The little fellyw is not
Last year we advertised a NINE CENT SALE for thze first’time. The response was really^remarkable. C/>
Mr. Stanley Pierce was in-town
in a dangerous condition.
over Sunday.
This substantiates'bur belief that truthful advertising and reasonable claims will Heyer fail to interest readers
r Miss Elizabeth Day and Missi dantly provided.
F. T. Washburn was a guest of
^75 of newspapers and bring in n.ew business to the advertiser. Look over, the ad carefully -and come in early to
Last -Saturday evening a party Beatrice Clough spent the week: The teachers of last year in the his daughter, Mrs. Guy • Wilson,
■
pubjic
schools
of
Kennebunk
unit

G trade.
of young ^people enjoyed a ride in end in Bath, the guests of Walter
—
.
(IQ Mr. Charles S. Robinson’s truck to
ed on Wednesday evening of last Sunday.
Day. ■ ■'
. .
■ .
George Jenney has another new
25c Hand Scrubs .. . .......... 19c Armour’s Extract Beef, 2 iz. 39c g the Perkins’ farm at Wildes Town. F. The
• 2? LIST OF 9c BARGAINS
Upper Parish Congregation■ weelcin extending a recèption to horse; a six year old colt thia time.
25c Nail Files
.......... 19c g5c Milk Magnesia ............... 19c £ The rest, of the evening yas spent al church will serve a harvest ^up■ those who have just taken up work Lorenz© Hirtleihas. sold« his team
$1.00 Fountain Syringes . z 59c, 5c Composition Books; 2 for 9c
fin games .and light refreshments per at the residence of Mr. t and fin that department. The recep to John Joi of Biddeford;
us $1.25 Fountain Syringe .. 89c 12c bottle Inks ................... 9c Pldto Water, large bot. .... 39c
were served.. The party, enjoyed and Mrs. Sherman on Tuesday tion was given at the residence or jyirs. Ivory Ross of Biddeford
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer A. Twàmbly, was the guest of her parents Tues
themselves- so. “well that another evening, October 21st.,
. C $1 Syr. Hypophosphite, bot., 79c 25c Rejane Cold Cream ..... 9c
To introduce our own
evéning ,to?be spent ip the same ' The October meeting of the Pub whose home was appropriately1 day.
’ £ Two bottles
$1.39 50c Rejane Cold Cream ... 19c
CD
o 50c Mildredina Hair Rem. . .39c
manner is planned for the. nehr lic Library Board will be held next prepared for the event. Beside Mr. and Mrs. GLL. Seavey and
COUGH and COLD
thé special guests of the evening) children of Kennebunkport will be
25c Rat Corn....... . ........... 19c
Monday evening, October l^th.
future. CD
PREPARATIONS, we
$1 Mildredina Hair Rem. .. 79c
there were present Superintendent guests of their aunt, Mrs. ivory
The
Methodist
church
is
mak
Pliis AWar Tax i
Miss Beatrice Atkins left this
will offer for this Sale
10c Rit Soap Dyes, pkg. ... 9c
preparations td entertain the and Mrs. Goodrich and daughter,*, Ross the present week.
week for Boston where she will ing
Only thè following:
Piscataqua
Methodist Socia'bUnion Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Benson,
4 ozs. G. E. Sodium Phosphate LIST 0^ EVERYDAY NEEDS
visit frietads.
at
its
fall
session
on Monday, Oct. Mr. and Mrs. Carroll 8. Farrar,
One bot. Pectoral Bal
CÚ
........................ .
39c Fancy Toilet Soaps .. 3 for 29c
o Miss Wilma Whithey of Sanford, 20th.' The committee
in charge Of Major and Mrs. Henry\S. Burrage,
tn
sam
35c
One
Box
Laxa

Zora Talcum Powder 2 cans 19c
Father John’s Medicine
Me., spent the week end with Mrs. the program gives assurance of an Selectman H. L. Luques, Rev. and
S3 Chqrles H. Robinson.
tive Cold Tablets, 25c*
Large, 89c; small 49c
unusually attractive one. Sessions Mrs. F. H. Pratt, Rev. and Mrs.
(/>
both for -.,............. 39c
will be held forenoon, afternoon H. R „McCartney, Rev. and Mrs. T.
TOOTH
BRUSH
The
Ladies
z
Aid.
of
the
Adven

Pyramid Fly Catchers, 3 forr 9c
and evening, and will be open' to P. Bakér, Mrs; Prock, Miss Kath ■ The Ladies of the First Congre- .
tist
Church
met
with
Mrs.
Charles
<c 10c Checkerberry Snuff, box: 9c
SPECIAL
erine Twambly and Miss Edith S. gational,Church will hold their an
S/
Robinson,
Wednesday.
A
quilt
aH
/
,G;
25c can Burrill’s Tooth.
100 1-10 gr. Calomel Tablets 29c •- •
9c
Baker.
The committee in charge nual “Harvest Supper” at the
Epsom
Salts,
y
2
lb«
box
....
Rev.
and
Mrs.
B.
C.
Wentworth
fis'being
made
for
the
Home
and
* Sb
Powder and a 25c Tooth
25c Stationery, ass’d......... 190^ . Orphanage in Florida.
of the affair consisted of Miss Studio of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sher
9c
.will
attain
their
fiftieth
wedding
• £ 12c Toilet Soaps, cake ..
Brush, both for .. 39c
15 View Post Cards .. . .........9c EJ .„■Mr. Fred Barker of 'Portland ■ -ajiniversary on Monday, the 13th Mary S. Twambly,/Miss Mary F. man, oh Tuesday evening October
Colgate’s Shav. Soap, cake . 9 c
of this month. Their many fridnds Atkins, Miss Gladys Hill, Miss 21st. Everybody Invited.
■■■■■
...
|
5c
Soaps .............. ; 2 cakes 9c
w Hobson’s Syr. Figs............ 19c
was in town ¿Sunday.
rejoice with them on their success Mary McCartnpy and Miss Cora Mrs. Lutelie Hutchins is at Web
50c
Writing
.Paper,
box
....
39c'
Plus
War
Tax
15c Hand scrubs..............
9c
Tuesday ^evening the Loyal fUl vdyage together over-Jife’s oft- ; Littlefield. A delightful hour of ber hospital.
O
Worker
’s Meeting of the Adventist times stormy sea. Mr. Wentworth informal sociability was spent, af Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bryant Of
When you are in need of any durg store goods,-come in and let us jarovexto you that this is thejplace to do GO
Church
was well attended. Miss will be remembered as a former ter which there was presented a Portland are rejoicing ./over the
your trading in drugs and medicines, camera supplies, baby and riursery supplies, si<?k room necessities Page
Vivian
Littlefi,eld
was the leader. Superintendent of Portland Dis short program beginning with a birth of a son. *
& Shaw’s Apollo, ITtonian and Fish’s Chocolates, Talcum and Face Powders, Hot Water Bottles and Fountain, CD
At
the
cióse
of
the
service it was trict of the Methodist church. The piano duet by the Misses Twambly Friends and neighbors of Miss
Syringes, and all the new Advertised Remedies.
decided that a debating society be home of this highly esteemed and Baker. x This wasTollowed by Emeline Mitchell are expressing
welcoming remarks by Judge Lu their sympthy. She being the viC-'
started. The first debate will be couple is in Old Orchard.
ques and other remarks by Rev. tim of a broken hip, caused by a
held
next
Tuesday
evening
at
seven
The
Weinstein
fruit
store
has
Morin’s Original 9c Sale
Morin’s Original 9c Sale
, Miss Mitchell is at Trull
o’clock. Evefyone invited. ■
been closed after a very Jilusy sea Mr. McCartnéy hnd a laughable fd.lt
reading by Miss McCartney. Then hospital, Biddeford.
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. BlaCk- Refreshments of sandwiches and Mr. Roy Kimball has taken
of the Town house waiting
lock and their son, George Blacky coffee and cake and ice cream were charge
lock> have returned to Boston after served. Altogether it was a very room.
nassing the summer at their home pleasant evening and'oughf to have Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Leach served
made the recently coining teachers a welcome home supper Friday
here.
Henry B. Fountain has pulled realize that they are to make them evening,'October 3d. in honor of
return home from overseas of
down the shutters of his cobbler selves perfectly at home in the the
their son, Linwood.
shop for a couple of wepks, which town.
Mrs. Wilbur Clough was in Port
.he plans to pass by taking, a trip Arrangements are being made land
for the week end.
to t)ie Maritime Provinces > via. 'for the entertainment of the Piscataqua Methodist Social Union,
Mohtreal.
, Beginning with Sunday of this which will hçld , its fall session
“A Pleasant Place to Shop”
week, the evening meetings of the with thé church here. The pro
120 MAIN STREET,
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
churches commence at .7 o’clock, gram is in preparation. There
and will continue to be held at that ^ill be meetings mornifigs, after
noon and evening, all'of which'will[, The Ladies Aid of the Advent
hour until the spring.
Church met, with Mrs.'Ruth Robin
W. W. Little, who has been an bè open to the public«
officer in the U. S. Navy during Robert McCartney has been son, Wednesday. The ladies are
most of the war, has been released ! spending a few days with his par making a quilt to/be sent to the or
i
from active service and is at his ents at the Manse, Rev. and Mrs. phans; home of that denomination
in, Florida.
Henry R. McCartney.
home here for a short time
Miss Lilia C. Perkins spent the Mrs. B. P. Emery is visiting her
Miss Alice Cluff was taken to a
I Biddeford hospital the last of the Sabbath,, in Saco as the guest of brother Fred Lake of Melrose High
land,
week, due to an acute attack of ap her friend, Miss Bolter.
pendicitis. Her many friends Last Sunday Rev. J. 0. Haarvig, George Drown has gone to Milo,
of
hope for speedy recovery.
z
1 Boston, preached with reference Me., where he will be employed
Q uite a delegation of Methodists to
1 the Pilgrim Memorial Filnd this winter.
from this community were in at which is being taken up by the Miss Whilmer Whitney of SanChurches of Amer ford was the week end .guest of
tendance upon the group meeting Congregational
1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson.
ica?
at Kennebunk on Tuesday,
u
land rede»tly purchased The Union evening; services dur Harry Howards of Rochester
the month of October will be was the guest of Chancy Briggs
by A. Atwater Kent, close by St. ing
•
. . ■
Ann’s church, was ah Enclosed as
1 follows: the Sunday evening Sunday.,
will be in the South Con Clinton Jackson was a Biddeford
burying plot of olden days. There servièes
!
were records of some eleven inter- gregational Church at 7.00 and the visitor Sunday.
evening (services at the Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Littlefield
ments, all marked by stones. Mr. Thursday
1
Kent obtained permission from Methodist Church - at the same and Clarence Boothby attended Ac
ton Fair Wednesday.
surviving relatives to remove these hour. .
Capt. W. H. Gould took'a dele Miss Ethel Furbish went to
remains and have them reinterred
in another cemetery, observing all gation from the South Congrega Somersworth Thursday to attend
legal requirement/ and placing tional Church', and Mrs. Ci H. Sher the wedding of Miss Frances Rus
In line with oiir endeavor to show the new styles first,
one from the First Church, to sell.
permanent stones over the new man
:
restipg-places. As the removal thé County Confèrence.in Cornish, Miss Cora York was a Biddeford
we ndw offer a collection of Winter Coats in which are
visitor Friday.
of these known » dead proceeded, Thursday.
1
other bodies were found, and these The Ladies Society of the South The Black Throated Blue War
are likewise being removed. In Congregational
1
Church held its bler was seen here this week.
represented the latest productions of the best manufacturers.
one instance the skull was discov- Annual Meeting Tuesday - after Bird lovers should be on the look
er6d to have been transfixed by an :noon and made plans and appoint out for him. /
arrow,/ which would carry the <ed committees for the year’s work.
Here are coats that faithfully reflect the favored Fall and Winter fashion features
death of that person back to the The Children’s Aid Society held COMMUNITY SINGING AT CAPE
days of Indian troubles, in the lat- ;its regular meeting in the parlor of
PORPOISE
South Congregational Church.
ter part of the, seventeenth or the the
1
early part of the eighteenth cen-, Robert I. McCartney, son of Rev The “Happy Hour” of all the
tury.
H. R. McCartney, has been spend week, especially enjoyed by the
a few days at home previous W young folks, was the “Sing” in the
On Sunday morning Rev. Mr. ing
i
to New York City, wheré he Church on Friday evening. As
Haarvig, representing the Pilgrim going
)
accépted a position with the usual the audience was enthusias
Memorial Fund movement of the hâs
1
Congregational churchy epoke in American Red Cross Society, dbing tic and the singing excellent. In
work.
the South Congregational church* social
i
the absence out of town Of both the
to a large and interested congre
Wonderful Grbups of New Fall and Winter Coats at
SOUTH
CONGREGATIONAL usual leaders, Miss Beatrice Perry
gation. This movement/is in the ,
ebndpeted. Although this was her
CHURCH
interest of providing an adequate
first experience as a leader she did
KENNEBUNKPORT;
Support for the retired ministers .
HENRY R. McCartney, Minister exceedingly well. Miss Elizabeth
of the denomination.
was accompanist. Rev.
Frank H^ll^nd has concluded Sunday morning service 10.30. Nunan
Norman Lindsay, the pastor was
his connection with the Taylor Sunday school at 11.45^
market and is now employed at the Evening meeting at 7.30^-Union present and sang two solos.
service in Methodist church. Rev.
Woodmansee fish market.
MAINE STATE SUNDAY SHOOL
The SteVens cottage adjoining Mr. McCartney will speak.
CONVENTION
the! Columbia Hotel is receiving a Mid-week meeting at 7.30-Union
in. Methodist vestry,
coat of paint. George H. Emery is service
!
MATERIM-S:
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
assisting in the decorating.
The fiftieth annual convention
CHURCH z
The ladies ¡of the Methodist
xSilvertip Bolivia
Chamelon Cord
Kersey
of the Maine State Sunday school ‘
Plush
church will serve a harvest supper TOWN HALL—KENNEBUNK will be held at Congress Square
Suedene
Tinseltone
Polo Cloth
VelouT
PORT
on Tuesday evening, (October 14th,
Universalist Church, Portland, Oc
commencing at 6.30 o’clock.' They JHENRY R. McCARTNEY, Minister tober 14, 15, and 16.
Crystal Cloth
Lustróla
Sibeline
Silvertone
announce that all the good things Sunday afternoon service at 2 The song service of the session >
to; be usually found in connection <o’clock
will be led by Prof. E?‘O. Excell,
COLORS: .
with suCn a feast are to be abun- Sunday School at 1.15.
Chicago accompanist, Prof, A. W.
Port
Alpine
Infantry Blue
Oxford
Roper, Nenina, La. The cqnvention opens Tuesday afternoon at 2
« Bronze
Olive
Reindeer
Tan
J—-----p. m. and closes at 4 p. m. The
) Tobacco
Navy ’
Brown
Sand
evening service''begins at 7.30 at
which time there will be a song
servicet address and motion pic
tures, S. S. Work, Japan and PhiJippines. The Wednesday morning
service beings at'8.30 and will be
Congratulations are extended to The patrons of route numbe! 1 devoted, mostly to business. / The
afternoon
session begins at 1.45.
Mr. and Mrs. Lutelie Hutchins like their ,new carrier very much.
over the birth df a little son Sun Watlori Jeffery of Laurence, The Wednesday evening service
Model& that in every line express that refinement of
day morning, at one of the Bidde- Mass., is spending a few days at has two interesting addresses book
ed one by Mrs. Maude Junkin Bald
the T. A. Emmons farm. Mr; win
fdrd Hospitals.
taste, that touch of distinction so dear to the fashionable
and the* other by, Dr. Moor.
Jeffery
was
a
visitor
at
the
home
of
■ Mrs. Annie Brook is confined to
The program for the entire day
Here are blouses with those master
woman, whether it be for the plain tailored suit with its
D.
W.
Hadlock,
Saturday
and
now
the house from the results of an
Thursday is one that Sunday school
simple lines or for the rich fur trimmed type.
old /injury; All p.re hoping to see Mr. Hadlock has had the lobsters workers should not miss. The
ful touches that at once distinguish them
for
which
he
has
longed
and
they
-her out again soon.
evening meeting will be addressed
These suits are developed in the finer weaves of soft,
as original, and lovely beyond one’s ex
Many have been attending the were not. short, ones either. These by Goverhor Milliken. A number
were
very
much
enjoyed
and
Mr.
rich velours, silvertone, broadcloth and crystal cloth with
Acton Fair. Among them are
from this village Are' planning toz
pectations. Designers have imposed no
Ernest Benson, Roy Taylor, Ernest Èmmons has many thanks.
attend,
detail of charm expressed. Whon fur is used it is of
Ernest Benson, Jr. went Sunday
restrictions on their imaginations in
Walker.
<
superior quality.
D. W. Hadlock who has been ill to Boston to attend Burdetts Busi
creating them. The variety is therefore
since the early summer is improv ness College. He has the best Oct. 15-16—THE CAREER OF
KATHERIÑE BUSH.
ing slowly under the skillful care wished of his many friends.
$29.50, $35.00, $39.50, $4^.00, $50.00
extensive. ~ The collection includes many
of Dr H. L. Prescott whois giving G. F. Cooper was a Kennebunk Oct. 20-21—SHEPHERD OF
$65.00, $75.00 and upwards to $100.00
port visitor Suhday evening his
exquiste models in lace, georgette and
him electric treatment.
THE HILL, Monday and Tuesday.
We are sorry to learn of the ac call was much enjoyed.
1 cident
Women or Misses who are contemplating a suit pur
crepe de chihe.
to Miss , E. A. Mitchell All are glad to mëet Miss Lottie Oct. 22-23—WE CAN’T HAVE
chase will profit materially by coming here and select
which resulted in a broken hip. Torrey who has been visiting in EVERYTHING, Wednesday and
Miss Mitchell is 87 years of age. Massachusetts and the Berkshires. Thursday.
v
first'choice.
Priced at from $5.98 to $25.00
This is the first time in her life She reports a delightful outing.
that she has been eohfined to her She has been much missed during Oct. 29-30—Big Salvation Army
picture “FIRES OF FAITH.”
her absence.
/
bed. c v/
J ,

Lowci

Morin’s Originai 9c Sale

I

-£ MORIN’S DRUG STORE
cn

KENNEBUNKPORT

□

TOWN HOUSE

I
i

STORE HOURS
8.30 A. M. to 5.30 P.M
Saturday to 9.3O

I
I
II
I

Kennebunk Beach

A. Striking Assemblage of Beati
ful Suits, Coats, Dresses, Furs,

4

Blouses and Accessories

Exclusive Coat Styles for
Exclusive Dressers

==The elegance of fabric and finish
-=The correctly modish designs
—Emphaize-the moderate prices

$35.00

$39.50z
$65.00

$45.00
$75.00

$50.00
$87.50

$59.50

Other Coats at from $25.00 to $150.00

Exceptional Showing of
Womenls and Misses Suits

rI

I

Fall Offers You
Blouses of Seldom
Seen Beauty

SACO ROAD AND VICINITY

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
FINE ADDRESS BY BISHOP
HUGHES
Continued from Page One

came to the throne of God Has been
when, utterly oblivions of; self, I
have prayed for my friends. I
would have you -all possess all of
♦he good things of life. I would
have you have flowers and autos
and music but, more than all else, I
wpuld have you have the love of
God in your hearts. There can be
nothing so great as a mighty spir
itual revival that I can wish to come
into your lives.
We have great service which we
must perform and the spirit of God
must be behind that service. May
there be such a revival in theGrace
of God in New England as has
never been experienced before.

At the same low prices which prevail in all other departments,
we sell

Our Floor Coverings

?not enter the pulpit as they have
done during the recent past.”
No fancy prices here on Rugs Or Linoleums and a
“It is time for a great evangelis
wonderful assortment from which to select;
tic reawakening and, unless we,
get God’s grace into the hearts of
the people, all of dur material
‘financial and moral advances will
foe as worthless and frayed rags in
PORTLAND
.
the eye of God.
“ ‘The Lord turned the captivity
of Job when he prayed for his
friends? ’7 Thus does the Bible
show the reflex action of prayer.
So, in all true prayer, we find the
reflex effect as truly demonstrated
as the direct effect. One of the
finest proofs of the reality of
Kennebunk
"
Maine
prayer lies in the direct up raising
of him who makes petition to God
Guy
Annis
is
having
a
new
piaz

;■ for another1. It is one of the great
er est blessings which comes to us. . za built on the froht and side of his
Is offering Shirts, Ties, Socks and the
“There is a great need for a re- residence.
NYBODY can sell you a Coat, Vest and
says, “I always appreciate
; vival of intercessory prayer, prayer ¿thePress
compliment
when,
a
woman
Pant, and call it a Suit—for any price you
for others. There is as great a says to me, ‘I wouldn’t marry the
whole line of Furnishings for Men and
possibility of leading a selfish life best man living? ”
feel you can pay.
in prayer as in any activity of the Mrs. Alice Simonds, has resign
work-a-day world.
One must
Boys that would mean a Mark-down
ed her position at the Kennebunk
reach beyond himself and his own Bargain
Store
and
is
now
working
immediate interests when he ap in the Goodall mills.
Sale in out-of-town and other stores.
proaches in petition to the Throne
HpHE CLOTHES we specialize in are as
of Grace. If you cannot go be Mr. Robert Lord is going down
yond your church, beybnd Kenne East on a hunting trip. It is said;
* different from ordinary clothes as day is
Our Stock is Right, Rrice, Fit, Quality
bunk, in your prayers, you cannot that game is everywhere for the
—good sport is the order
get the greater vision and your shooting
from night.
>
of
the
season.
prayers will avail little either to
and Service at the very best the State
others or to yourself. Selfishness Mrs. Harry Russell is taking
is the greatest danger with'which Mrs. Blanche Potter’s place at the
Kennebunk Bargain Store during
can offer. You ’ll find
we have to contend today.
AILORED to otir special
Mrs.> Potters absence at the Festi
“We all need a reverent humility val at Portland.
in prayer. We most of us. have our Littlefield & Webber, the grp- j
SPECIFICATIONS—by
own little realm of authority. We Cers, report very serious rot of
, dan put our finger on a button and potatoes—the farmers are often
we can summon our stenographer unable,to get more than one per
or pur servant who obeys our or fect tuber in a hill.
ders. There is all too little humil Mr.,and Mrs. W. T. Webber, Mr.
MMininuiin>n«nM«iiiiiniminnnin»iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiii nnimwnnuHmiiHH
n iT '
.... z-- '
3
ity. The Kaiser was not the only and Mrs. Geo. W. Larrabee, and .........................................................................................................................................................................
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one who believed in the divine Mr. and Mrs. William Dresser are
right of kings. Ybu can find it off on a two day’s motoring trip to
right here in , your own little the White Mountains.
church.
Alston Grant of this
“The only way through wifiich we Mr. Harvey
who was in charge of the
can find true humility, is to fall village
Bars Inn last Summer,
upon our faces and humbly seek Chatham
soon depart for Dallas, Texas
the presence of God. Through will
where he takes a position, in one
this we can wipe out arrogance and of
Kennebunk,
Maine |
the large hotels of the South I
self conceit. The hardest place td west..
be conceited is on one’s knees, seek Mrs. Effie Hall, of South Wind
ing the living God. If we could ham, who’ has been staying with I
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bring the capitalist, drunk with Mrs. Hallen at the McLellan, will i
Opposite the Preble House
in
the
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of
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power, and the labor leader, intox return to her home for the winter,
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icated with his new found strength, and will come back to Kennebunk
to
come
to
God
in
prayer
the
labor
478 Congress Street
Portland, Maine
in the spring for the opening of
problem could easily be solved.
new Villa.
“But with a reverent humility theWe
Mr. Charles Atwood
we must have a reverent activity. over atmet
for the woman of character and Distinction in S
Biddeford Monday. Look
Over 80,000 minute men pleaded ing as hale
and
hearty
as
only
the
Taste. Too, we have the Proper and choicest S
for the Centenary—more men than farm jn summer can produce. It
the United States was able to mus is expected that Mr. and Mrs. "At
Head wear for the Miss and Miss Junior-Priced 1
ter i n its Liberty Loan campaigns. wood will soon be on their way to
to
Please the most Economical.
Nearly 5,000,000 intercessions were the winter home in Florida.
John H. Hieserick D. C., Isabelle
made to raise money and that must Mrs. Lottie Gordon and Mrs.
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
Shampooing, Manicuring, Facial
be doubled and trebled for the in Agnes Brown are taking two week
CHIROPRACTORS
crease of .the power of His Holy
and Mrs. Bessie Terrian
Massage,
Scalp
Treatment,
and
293 Main St., New Goodwin Block,
Kingdom. The very street corners vacatoins
a week vacation from the Goodall
should be turned into pulpits.
Biddeford, 10 a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m. Chiropody. Room 22 Masonic Bldg.
“But if this $>113,000,000 which mill. Mrs Gordon and Mrs. Brown
Tues., Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m.
has been raised shall be devoted went to Haverhill for a visit on
305 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford, PHONE 894-M, Biddeford, Me.
to building up a great financial in Monday and Mrs. Terrian goes to
Tues., Ths. and Sat. 1-7.30 p. m. Tel
stitution it will become a menace Brockton today, Thursday.
connections.
and not a blessing. This money, Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Holmes
to-the last farthing must be spent of Portland were the week Lend ‘
in bringing the kingdom of God »nests of Mrs. Holmes’ mother Mrs
into the hearts of men and women. Blanche Potter. Mrs. Mary A.
. Do You Want To Save Some Money
“Prayer is the teSt. which we Littlefield of Cape Porpoise, moth Re-insulating a battery is about the most expensive repair there is?
er
of
Mrs.
Potter
was
also
a
guest
must apply to every act - in the
BIDDEFORD
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And there’s only one kind of battery in general use that isn’t practi
Two Live Store
affairs of life. All things must be on Sunday when there was a fami- cally certain to be re-insulated—-or. junked —within the next year or
121-123 Main St.
170 Plain St.
done to the glqry of God. Would a 1v reunion in celebration of the two.
cigarette smoker come to God in fifth anniversarv of the marriage
That-one exception is the Willard Battery with Threaded Rubber
prayer, cigarette in hand, and light of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes.
; ,? ■
it and smoke it to the golry of God 1 The sign has been taken down at Insulation. / ,
So every fragment of life should the/McLellan, and Mr. J. Almond; 'Come in and we’ll tell you why.
Smith of the Atlantis at Kenne
—A PLEASING MODEL IN be taken to God in prayer and sub bunkport has a crowd of carpen
BLACK OR BROWN BRIGHTEN jected to the test. Then we can ters, decorators and workingmen
ED BY A GREY BUCK TOP ascertain whether our action are painting, re-decorating, and alter H. Hevey7________ 9 Lincoln St., Biddeford» Me.
E. Drapau
'New LA FRANCE boots effec determined by mere commercialism ing the in—and out look- of the
tively supplement a smartly tailor and selfishness or by the higher house and grounds. ' Sobn as’ the
things of the spirit Nothing in
ed suit and dashing hat.
home is in order Mr. and Mrs.
Because her shoes bear the LA life is too small to submit to the Smith will make it the abode for
FRANCE trade mark Milady will reverent test of prayer.
the winter.
have absolute foot comfort as well “There can never be a true, de A number of the teachers of the
hs the pleasure of being beauti mocracy of the world without the town are planning to attend the
first two words of the Lord’s prayer
fully shod.
convention of the Maine Teacher’s
We shall be glad to show you the J-—‘Our Father.’ In those tivo I association
which will be held in
new LA FRANCE models which words are embodied the whole idea I Portland Oct. 30-31. A number of
of* Christian brotherhood, our
we carry in AA to EE widths.
Father, the father of us all. If we prominent educators will speak in
repeat nothing more than the cluding Dr. Thomas D. Wood of
Lord’s prayer with true reverence, Columbia University, a well known
even by that we shall be released specialist in physical training and
Opp. The Library.............
from spiritual captivity, all ha physical education, Dr. Newell
Dwight Hillis, of Brooklyn, pastor
treds shall be lost.
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“Even the after-shining of Chris of the noted Plymouth church, and
tianity, after the real light has Ex-Governor Martin G. Brum
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of Pennsylvania. Reduced
vanished is a great power in many baugh
rates will be given on the railroad?
lives. Carlisle said, when he was to
teachers traveling more than
suffering the torments of indiges
Northerner; “What’s that white fluffy stuff you are
tion, that he conceive of no greater twenty-five miles.
picking ”
punishment for the devil than that
McINNES—ANDERSON
he should go through eternity
“That sah, will very likely be wool when yo see it thiswith the stomach of Carlisle and Alexander Mclnnes of Saco and
Fall in your new suit and overcoat.”
that only the after-shining of Miss Alice Anderson of Kennebunk
Water Street,
Kennebunk, Maine.
Our line of auto goggles is most Christianity prevented him from were married at the Baptist par
committing
uicide.
There
are
compelte
and
attractive.
The above squib from “Life” may run very true to
sonage by the Rev. B. H. Tilton on
The kind you want at the price people right here in Kennebunk, Saturday evening. Only the im
life in cases where the''unsuspecting buyer meets the ün¿
as there are the world over,
you want to pay—
families were present.
scrupulous seller but never in a store like this that thinks
who are living a fairly decent life, mediate
We have them all
They were attended by Miss Edith
simply on account of the after Anderson,
too much of it’s reputation to dabble in any material that
sister of the bride and
shining of Christianity and not Ducan Mclnnes,
LITTLEFIELD
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brother: of' thè
through
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bright
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of
faith.
Optometrist
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Optician,
tion.
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“
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CRYSTAL ARCADE,
who, through affliction, the loss of ny was used. The marriage was
followed by a light còllation at the
BIDDEFORD
Our Michaels-Stern Fait Suits and Top Coats are ALL
a loved one, discarded Christianity home
the bride’s parents. The
but gave her entire life to charity young ofcouple
WOOL and we sell them at $30 to $40 making the cotton
are spending their
and work among the lowly and sick.
mixture at any price look all the worse for the comparison.
moon autoing about the
During the epidemic of influenza honey,
she was called to the bedside of a country.
Fall Hats
young man who was dying. He
OFFICIAL NOTICE
Fall Shirts.,
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Full'tine up to the minute stock. was beyond speech but his, lips
All verities sizes and weights in framed the words “Pray.” ’ She At a meeting of the Electric
Fall Neckwear.
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struggled to-do as he asked < and, Light Commission, held on Octo
Street and Stable Blankets.
The size of our stock enable us to gradually, he began to follow her ber
8th, 1919, it was voted that
buy at Lowest Prices. You get the in a low voice. At first her peti service
to all customers in arrears
tions appeared vain; her prayers over one
benefit.
shall be discon
seemed to rebound upon her from tinued on month
GEORGE A. SHIELD
November 1st without
It is Made at
Heaven as from a brazen vault. further notice.
'(successor to W. Boivin)
It was further
12 Alfred Street.
Biddeford But soon they seemed to" pierce voted that a servicp charge shall
Harness and* Harness Repairing through to God, the heavens opened be made for re-connecting.
and the glory of His love again en
¿Electric Light Commission of
tered-her heart. The boy died
the Town of Kennebunk by
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best
with a smile of ineffable happinfess
Fred E. Norton, Chairman.
on his lips as God had turned her Adv. It. 10-9-19.
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captivity and released her soul.
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the
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be made perfect in Love. The
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Good Clothes are Scarce

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.

Dresser’s Daylight Store
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At Dresser ’s Day/ightStore

“KIRSCH BAUM”-and“SOCI ETY BRAND”

$25, $30, $35 up to $60

Mrs. N. H. Davisl

Desmond-Howe Co.

La France

I

A Savin? of Time and Money=Buy a Home

I
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< Willard

SERVICE
station

Biddeford & Saco Battery Co.

Ask Us About

Maguire The Shoeist

Trading Stamps

See the Premiums Given

Latest
Style
AUTO
Goggles

Horse Blankets
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Enterprise
\$1.00 A YEAR
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A. M. SEAVEY’S

Eat More Bread
It is Your Best
And Cheapest Food
Buy the Best Bread at
the Price of Poor

Joy’s Bakery

